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ABSTRACT 

High stakes tests have become a prominent tool in the systemic reform movement 

documenting the need for change and serving as the instrument of educational change. 

The primary purpose of this investigation was to determine whether the positive 

consequences associated with high stakes test use and interpretation in Arizona were 

shared among all grade levels, not just the tested grades. Additionally, a curriculum 

alignment variable was examined to observe its association with curricular and 

instructional change. 

The AIMS Questionnaire was developed using principal components with 

varimax rotation and the Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). The 

questionnaire was administered to elementary teachers using a Posttest-Only with 

Nonequivalent Groups quasi-experimental research design (Cook & Campbell, 1979) 

where teachers in the nontested grades (1,2, and 4) served as the comparison group. 

A two-factor analysis of variance was performed to examine the primary 

hypothesis, and the Pearson Product Moment correlation was computed to observe the 

strength of the relationship between the curriculum alignment variable and the 

curricular/instructional change variable. 

Results of the analysis suggested that positive consequences were not equally 

shared among all grade levels in the elementary school. Additionally, the curriculum 

alignment variable accounted for less than 2% of the variance in the change variable. 

It is reconmiended that policymakers use a randomized testing model and select a 

new grade level and a new form of the test each year. Further, educational leaders should 
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use curriculum aligmnent strategies with caution as they may be viewed as top-down 

change strategies that constrain a teacher's creativity. 

Future researchers should consider the use of predicted pattern testing (Levin & 

Neumann, 1999) to statistically examine the system-wide effects of a high-stakes 

assessment designed to impact student learning. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

On July 21, 1997, the Arizona Legislature enacted Arizona Revised Statute (ARS) 

15-741. The statute mandated the Arizona State Board of Education (ASBE) to adopt and 

implement a test to measure pupil achievement of the Arizona Academic Standards in 

reading, writing, and mathematics in at least four grades designated by the board. ARS 

15-741.01 also required the ASBE to develop and adopt a test for the graduation of pupils 

from high school in at least the areas of reading, writing, and mathematics. 

Through its regulatory duty as delegated by the Arizona State Legislature the 

ASBE mandated that criterion-referenced tests (CRT) be developed for use in grades 3, 5, 

8, and high school. The CRT served as the graduation requirement for students in high 

school pursuant to ARS 15-701.1. This CRT has been named the Arizona Instrument to 

Measure Standards (AIMS). 

Consistent with the national effort to reform schools through standards and 

assessment procedures (Herman, Klein & Abedi, 2001; Linn & Baker, 1992) the AIMS 

test had been developed as part of an educational reform movement under the leadership 

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. The reform movement was comprised of 

three intertwined components consisting of standards, assessment, and accountability. 

The Arizona Academic Standards, hereafter referred to as Content Standards, defined the 

expected competencies for Arizona students, while the AIMS test monitored and reported 

student performance on the Content Standards. Based on student test results, schools and 

students will be held accountable via rewards, sanctions, and graduation. This 
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accountability model was codified through the action of the 44'*' legislature via 

Proposition 301. The preliminary accountability model has not been implemented to date. 

It will include the use of AIMS test score data to make educational and political decisions 

about Arizona schools. 

Reform efforts have been widely embraced by the public as confidence in 

education has declined (Berliner & Biddle, 1995). It had become a widely accepted 

practice in the United States to develop high-stakes tests to reform the classroom 

curriculum and hold schools and students accountable for results (Frechtling, 1989; Lane, 

Parke, & Stone, 1998; Linn 1991; Shepard & Dougherty, 1991). Shepard (1996) stated 

that it was the explicit intention of reformers in recent decades to change instruction by 

imposing tests. 

Linn (1993) alleged that assessment was central to school reform for two reasons. 

First, assessment documented the need for change. Second, it was viewed to be the agent 

of the reform movement. Madaus (1985) substantiated Linn's claim in the following 

statement "the administrative use of tests became the policymakers' prescription to cure 

the ills they diagnosed in American education" (p. 6). 

In a press release from the Arizona Department of Education (ADE) published on 

November 21, 2000, Superintendent of Public Instruction Lisa Graham-Keegan stated: 

It is time to take what we learned [from the AIMS test results] and act on it. We 

should not punish students for what adults have failed to do ... at the same time, it 

is clear that this pressure [emphasis added] has meant a better education for 

thousands of students ... the recommendations to the State Board of Education are 
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based on the results of student performance on AIMS and Stanford 9 and 

emphasize curriculum support for the standards [content standards] and providing 

all students with an opportunity to leam. 

Inferences from Superintendent Keegan's statement supported Linn's two notions for the 

centrality of assessments as a reform tool. Additionally, statements such as these 

supported the belief that educators must succumb to pressure ensuing from test results 

before they provide high-quality education to all students. Without such pressure, it was 

implied that educators lack the motivation to provide all students with an opportunity to 

leam. 

Test results alone have become the comerstone for making policy decisions 

regarding rewards, sanctions, retention, or graduation requirements (Darling-Hammond, 

1994). Despite the American Educational Research Association (AERA, 2001) policy 

reconunendation on high-stakes testing that decisions not be based on test scores only, 

individual students and schools will be judged based solely on test data. In the Arizona 

accountability design test results will be used to identify underperforming and failing 

schools. These schools will be required to submit to extemzil curriculum reviews and 

sanctions in current design by the ADE. 

Given that many educational and political decisions rested upon the results of the 

AIMS test, an evaluation of the intended and unintended impacts is required. The most 

recent version of the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (APA, 1999), 

hereafter referred to as the Standards, required an evaluation of the intended and 

unintended impacts, otherwise known as consequential validity. Inclusion of this 
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requirement in both the validity and public policy sections of the 1999 Standards 

emphasized the importance of this type of evaluation. The importance and relevance of 

assessing the consequences of an assessment instrument was echoed throughout the 

educational research community including Messick's authoritative manuscript in 

Educational Measurement (1989) on validity, the AERA policy statement on high stakes 

testing (AERA, 2001), and a host of educational literature published within the last two 

decades. Messick (1989) stated " The key questions are whether the potential and actual 

social consequences of test interpretation and use are not only supportive of the intended 

testing purposes, but at the same time are consistent with other social values" (p. 18). 

Furthermore, the AERA position called for a validation for each separate use of 

an assessment. Whether the test will be used for a graduation requirement, curriculum 

improvement, school evaluation, or certification, the test must be validated for each 

intended use. However, AIMS (K. Powell, personal communication, February 8, 2001) 

has only been submitted to content validation by committee review. If the AIMS test was 

to serve as an agent of school reform and to expand learning opportunities, then evidence 

must exist that it is valid for such a purpose. 

Prior to the development of the AIMS test, the ADE (2001b) released a Request 

For Proposal (RFP). The RFP outlined all required information for the development of a 

CRT. Within the section on validity, the ADE requested the bidder to provide all validity 

evidence. However, this section called for an independent researcher to conduct an 

evaluation of its consequential validity. 
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In order to conduct such an evaluation, one must begin the investigation by 

determining the intended and unintended impacts of the test (Chudowsky & Behuniak, 

1998; Koretz, Barron, Mitchell, & Stecher, 1996; Lane et al., 1998). 

An initial and simple problem has arisen with the identification of the intended 

effects of the AIMS test. The intended or unintended purposes of the test were not 

defined or explicitly stated in formal docimientation. It is expected that any test developer 

begin with a clear statement of purpose. In the landmark text. Educational Measurement 

(1989), Millman and Green stated 

The first and most important step in educational test development is to delineate 

the purpose of the test or the nature of the inferences intended from test scores. A 

clear statement of the purpose provides the test developer with an overall 

framework for test specification and for item development, tryout, and review. A 

clear statement of test purpose also contributes significantly to appropriate test 

use in practical contexts. According to the Standards for Educational and 

Psychological Tests (American Psychological Association [APA], American 

Educational Research Association & National Council on Measurement in 

Education, 1985), it is the test developers' responsibility to "anticipate how their 

tests will be used and misused ... and to design tests and accompanying materials 

in ways that promote proper usage" (pp. 335- 336). 

Although authorities in educational measurement have made this position clear, neither 

the ASBE or the ADE have developed an explicit statement regarding the purpose for the 

AIMS. Therefore, statements made about the intent of the test are inferences drawn from 
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existing literature on the purpose of testing, statutory !aws enacted by the Arizona 

Legislature, documents from the ASBE and the ADE, and personal communications with 

agents from the assessment and accountability office at the ADE. 

The ADE has, however, responded to critics of the AIMS test by publishing a 

document online (ADE, 2001a) titled AIMS Criticisms. This document responded to a 

variety of questions about the AIMS test. Quotes from this PowerPoint presentation are 

listed below: 

• AIMS is designed to raise the quality of education to a new level. 

• Before standards-based education and AIMS some students had access to a rigorous 

and high quality curriculum while others did not. 

• AIMS measures more than discrete simple facts, it measures student performance on 

challenging Arizona Academic Standards. 

• Standards and AIMS expand learning opportunities for all Arizona children. AIMS 

assesses the Arizona Academic Standards in reading, writing and mathematics. The 

standards are the heart and soul of the curriculum. 

It was the primary intent of the AIMS test to reform the classroom curriculum (K. 

Powell, personal communication, February 8, 2001). Other inferred impacts include 

student and school accountability. 

Purpose of the Study 

The primary purpose of this study was to provide evidence that the actual 

consequences of the AIMS test use and interpretation were consistent with the intended 

impacts (Messick, 1989), to examine its appropriateness as an instrument for educational 
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policy and its efTectiveness as an instrument to encourage instructional change. This 

study was designed to assess the general curricular impact resulting from the AIMS test 

upon the classroom curriculum within a metropolitan school district in Tucson, Arizona. 

The intent of the testing program in Arizona was to raise the quality of education 

to a new level and to expand leaming opportunities for all Arizona children. If the AIMS 

test was designed to have a positive impact on the classroom curriculum, then it would be 

expected that these impacts would be observed in all grade levels within a school. 

Therefore, the rationale guiding this investigation assumed that the positive consequences 

associated with test use and interpretation should be shared among all grades, not just the 

tested grades. It would then be valuable to compare the nature and extent of 

consequences resulting from the assessment program in the tested and nontested grades 

(Lane et al., 1998, Lane, Parke, & Stone, 1999). Therefore, this study sought to confirm 

the hypothesis that the impact on the curriculum did not differ significantly between 

tested and nontested grades in the elementary school. 

It was conceivable that impacts may occur in numerous and uncountable 

dimensions. To provide guidance and a theoretical framework for this study, the 

Opportunity to Leam (OTL) research (Wang, 1998) was used to examine the curricular 

effects within three of the four identified variables within this research construct. 

Curriculum leadership behaviors of the school principal were also examined. If 

significant differences did not exist between the tested and nontested grades, it was 

conceivable that curriculum alignment had been an important priority of the school 

principal, thereby accounting for curricular impact in all grades. The examination of this 
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dimension was analyzed to determine whether higher levels of curriculum alignment 

were positively associated with higher levels of instructional and curricular change. 

Three main reasons have been postulated for the purpose and design of the study. 

First, the AIMS test was designed to raise the quality of education and expand learning 

opportunities for all children. However, validation for this purpose has not been 

undertaken. Second, the educational research community has voiced strong opinions on 

the necessary study of testing consequences. Third, Lane et al. (1998), Herman et al. 

(2001), McDormell (1995), and Wang (1998) found sufiBcient evidence that self-report 

surveys are valid indicators of curricular impact resulting from tests. The support of the 

AIMS test and its ability to transform the curriculum were examined through the use of 

surveys. 

Exploratory data on the general level of educator understanding of test results was 

collected for reconmiendations for future research or educator training programs. Popham 

(2000) stated "Today, a staff of educators without fluency in assessment represents a 

clear liability for any educational leader and school system" (p. 14). 

If test results are to have an effect on student performance, educators have the 

responsibility of understanding, using, and communicating the results of the test to 

parents and the coimnunity. Higher levels of diagnostic and instructional use were 

predicated on the assumption that they were associated with higher levels of 

understanding of the test metric. However, the complex nature of the AIMS test may 

prohibit these actions. This was the first test the State of Arizona had mandated statewide 

that only reported an Item Response Theory (IRT) metric, the scale score, rather than 
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Classical Test Theory (CTT) metrics. In general, percentile ranks, grade-equivalents, and 

normal curve equivalent (NCE) scores have become commonplace. Although a scale 

score was reported along with the results of the state mandated Stanford-9 test this 

measure was often not emphasized. The scale score reported on the AIMS test 

represented an ability estimate from a three parameter testing model. This analysis will 

provide the educational leaders within the Amphitheater School District with information 

about the general level of understanding regarding the test results. 

Research Questions 

1. Is the impact on the classroom curriculum the same for tested grades (3 and 5) 

when compared to nontested grades (1,2, and 4)? 

2. Is curriculum alignment positively associated with curricular change? 

Significance of the Study 

Validity is the most important consideration in the design or evaluation of tests 

(APA, 1999). A test is in itself not valid or invalid. Rather, it is the use and interpretation 

arising from test score data that must be validated. If the AIMS test scores were to be 

used for the purposes of promoting school reform through classroom curriculum, then 

sufficient validity evidence must exist to support the intended effects. 

It is clear that the collection of validity evidence is a shared responsibility to be 

distributed among test developers, test users, and the educational measurement 

community (Green, 1998; Linn, 1998; Madaus, 1985; Moss, 1998; Taleporos, 1998; 
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Reckase, 1998; Yen, 1998). This empirical investigation will provide the educational 

measurement community with a study needed to contribute to the limited research on the 

consequential aspects of test validity. Additionally, it will provide substance and support 

for the limited theoretical work guiding the methods used in this study (Chudowsky & 

Behuniak, 1998; Lane et al., 1998; Koretz et al., 1996). 

If educators are to play a role in influencing educational or social policy, then an 

intelligent, articulate, and coherent understanding of the valid uses and misuses of test 

results is essential to the educational leader. Without this ability, test score information 

will continue to be the "essential weapons system" (Madaus, 1985) used to develop and 

implement educational policy. The educational leader must guard against simplistic 

solutions via educational and social policy when these policies are based on test misuse, 

invalidity, and lack reference to educational research. 

The results from this study documented the impacts of the AIMS test in one 

diverse school district in Tucson, Arizona. This may provide useful information to 

educators within this school district about the effects of the testing program. Additionally, 

it may provide useful information to the ADE regarding the effectiveness of its 

assessment program. The Director of the Assessment and Accountability office at the 

ADE has provided documentation to guide the study and has communicated via personal 

communications interest in the results of the study. 
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Assumptions and Limitations 

1. The study assumed that respondents would provide factual information regarding 

the effects of the AIMS test rather than information that was socially desirable. 

2. The study assumed that the AIMS test had been in existence long enough to 

conduct an analysis of its effects. 

3. Results cannot be generalized to a larger population. 

4. The researcher was employed as an administrator in the school district during the 

period of the research. Attempts were made to assure anonymity of the responses 

from classroom teachers. In addition, principals were asked not to reveal any 

information about the researcher to avoid expectancy bias. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Testing as a Reform and Policy Tool 

As confidence in public education decreased in recent decades (Berliner & 

Biddle, 1995), reform efforts became commonplace. These educational reform efforts 

and the resulting literature were widespread and purported to change schools through 

curricular programs, school decision making, organizational culture, school choice, and 

educational testing (AASA, 1999; Darling-Hammond, 1994; Linn & Baker, 1992; Maehr 

& Buck, 1993; Maehr & Midgley, 1996). 

The use of educational tests as a tool for policy and reform had arguably become 

one of the most prominent aspects of this movement. Although tests and assessments, 

when properly used, can be effective tools to enhance the instructional process (Nitko, 

1989) they are often misused or lack the validity for an intended effect. 

The testing reform movement began during the 1970s and 1980s as policymakers' 

dissatisfaction with public education grew (Linn, 1989). Test results served as evidence 

that public education was in need of significant change. The same test then served as the 

instrument of school reform by holding students and schools accountable for increased 

student achievement as measured by the test. Attaching high stakes to the test results such 

as graduation, reconstitution, or merit pay fiulher increased the power of the test as a 

measure of school reform. 

Expectations expanded for educational tests as they became a barometer of 

educational quality and a tool for social policy (Linn, 1993). Taylor, Anderson, Au, and 
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Raphael (2000) reported that the current educational era used achievement tests to 

measure the strength of American schools. They further argued that educators must guide 

policymakers' understanding and uses of evaluation. 

The Educational Summit of National Govemors and Corporate Leaders of 1996 

sparked substantial controversy in the educational literature over the formation of 

educational and social policy. In a special edition of the Educational Researcher devoted 

specifically to the Summit, Good (1996) questioned why policy statements had 

continually included the use of "simplistic and self-defeating recommendations ... [and 

that] recent policies for transforming American schools have been developed with little 

regard for research evidence" (p. 4). 

Linn (2000) purported that assessments had become a prominent tool in the 

reform movement for four reasons. First, assessments were relatively inexpensive when 

compared to real and meaningful change efforts such as reducing class size, providing 

instructional aides, or implementing program changes. Second, assessments could be 

extemally mandated. Linn stated "It is far easier to mandate testing and assessment 

requirements at the state or district level than it is to take actions that involve actual 

changes in what happens inside the classroom" (p. 4). 

Third, assessment instruments could be rapidly implemented. It had been 

demonstrated that policymakers could develop and implement an assessment within a 

four-year political term. This became evident within the State of Arizona as the AIMS 

test was conceived by the legislature in 1997 and was implemented in the spring of 1999. 

Fourth, test results were visible. The results of the test provided policymakers with 
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information that could be used to demonstrate a significant need for change. Arizona 

State Superintendent of Public Instruction Lisa Graham-Keegan stated in a November 21, 

2000 letter that the results of the AIMS test must be acted on. She described in this letter 

that the pressure from the test had led to the development of a better education for all 

Arizona children. She further added that recommendations would be made to the ASBE 

based on the results of the data. 

Other examples of test use and interpretation in Arizona include the recently 

developed Measure of Academic Progress (MAP) program. This data-driven technique 

used Stanford-9 scale scores to compute the percentage of expected growth for each 

grade level within a school. Qualitative judgments about the quality of the school were 

then based upon the reported data. 

The promise of tests as a reform tool had been regarded as the darling of 

policymakers and the essential weapons system in educational disarmament (Madaus, 

1985). Additionally, tests had the specific and intended purpose of documenting the need 

for change and reforming classroom teaching (Linn, 1994; Popham, 2000; Shepard & 

Dougherty, 1991). 

This reliance upon tests to evaluate educational quality and as a policy instrument 

had placed a great deal of importance on the validity of an assessment to serve in such a 

capacity. The expanded role of test score use and interpretation to serve as a valid 

indicator of school reform reached outside the scope of traditional validity definitions and 

caused the educational measurement community to reexamine the role of validity theory. 
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The Expanded Role of Validity Theory 

Traditional validity theory included the discussion of three distinct forms. 

Included in this view were content, construct, and criterion validity (Carmines & Zeller, 

1979; Cronbach & Meehl, 1955; Green, 1941; Messick, 1995; Nunnally & Bernstein, 

1994). 

Content validity depended upon the extent to which a measurement reflected a 

universal domain. For example, a math test intending to assess student ability in 

geometry would lack content validity if it only included single-digit addition problems. 

This form of validity could not be tested empirically and was generally verified through 

professional examination of the test content. 

Construct validity depended on the ability of the instrument to assess an abstract 

construct or intangible property such as shyness or depression. Construct validity could 

be assessed through empirical data analysis including the correlation of the measure with 

another measure, experimental design intended to exhibit the construct, or the Multitrait-

Multimethod Matrix (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). 

Criterion validity generally assessed the concurrent or predictive ability of a 

measure. This served to describe the relationship between an assessment instrument and 

certain criterion. This validity form could be tested empirically through the use of a 

validity coefficient correlating the relationship between assessment scores and criterion 

scores. 

The three traditional forms of validity, often referred to as the Trinitarian View 

(Messick, 1995), have now been formalized into a Unitarian perspective describing all 
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validity as construct validity (Messick, 1989; Messick, 1995). This perspective 

recognized that validity is an evolving property consisting of six aspects of construct 

validity. Messick (1995) stated 

In particular, six distinguishable aspects of construct validity are highlighted as a 

means of addressing central issues implicit in the notion of validity as a unified 

concept. These are content, substantive, structural, generalizability, external, and 

consequential aspects of construct validity, (p. 744) 

The inclusion of the consequential aspect of validity theory generated widespread 

response and criticism from the educational measurement community. However, the 

consequential aspect of validity essentially became codified through its inclusion in 

Messick's (1989) manuscript on validity theory. Consequential validity was then added 

by the APA to the Standards in 1999. 

The Consequences of Consequential Validity 

The response from the educational measurement community with regard to the 

inclusion of the consequential aspect of validity included a host of supporters (APA, 

1999; Linn, 1989; Lane et al., 1998; Shepard, 1993) and critics (Popham, 1997; Maguire, 

Hattie, & Haig, 1994; Mehrens, 1997). Supporters generally agreed with the notion that 

validity is an evolving property and that the intended and unintended outcomes of test use 

and interpretation should be included within the scope of the validity definition. Critics 

did not oppose the evaluation of the intended and unintended results of test use and 
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interpretation. Instead, they argued that the definition of validity should be narrowed, not 

expanded. Mehrens (1997) argued 

Some individuals are promoting even more "progress" by suggesting that the 

validity of an assessment should be evaluated based on the consequences. That is, 

one should confound the results of using data in a decision-making process 

(which is what I think individuals mean by consequential validity) with the 

acciu'acy of the inference about the amount of the characteristic an individual has 

(construct validity). This confounding of inferences about measurement quality 

with treatment efficacy (or decision-making wisdom) seems unwise to me. (p. 17) 

However, proponents of validity theory argued that test use and interpretation was 

essential to the study of validity and had not changed the role of validity theory. Shepard 

(1997) stated " I argue instead that consequences are a logical part of the evaluation of 

test use, which has been an accepted focus of validity for several decades" (p. 5). 

Shepard conceded that the construct validity of an assessment did not need to consider 

test use and interpretation if an intended purpose was not specified. However, once an 

assessment had an intended purpose, then validation of the effects must be conducted. 

In the 1989 manuscript on validity, Messick presented his formal definition of 

validity and the Facets of Validity Framework (see Figure 1). The codified definition in 

Educational Measurement stated 

Validity is an integrative evaluative judgment of the degree to which empirical 

evidence and theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness of 

inferences and actions based on test score or other modes of assessment... 
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validity is an inductive summary of both the existing evidence for and the 

potential consequences of score interpretation and use. (p. 13) 

Evidential Basis 

Consequential Basis 

Figure 1. Messick's Facets of Validity Framework (From "Validity," by S. Messick, in 
Educational Measurement (3"* ed., p. 20) edited by R.L. Linn, 1989). 

The argument for the consequential aspect of validity concerned the lower right 

cell. The question of social consequences of test use was presented within this matrix to 

argue for the unified perspective of test validity. Messick (1989) argued that any 

comprehensive evaluation of test validity must include an evaluation of the social 

consequences and side effects of the decisions. 

The Validity Requirements for Test Use and Development 

Although the consequential aspect of validity had been debated in the academic 

literature, the revised Standards (APA, 1999) included the following regarding the study 

of validity in test development and test use 

Validity refers to the degree to which evidence and theory support the 

interpretations of test scores entailed by proposed uses of tests. Validity is, 

therefore, the most fundamental consideration in developing and evaluating tests 

[emphasis added]. The process of validation involves accumulating evidence to 

Test Interpretation Test Use 

Construct Validity Construct 
Validity+Relevance/utility 

Value impUcations Social consequences 
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provide a sound scientific basis for the proposed score interpretations. It is the 

interpretations of test scores required by proposed uses that are evaluated, not the 

test itself, (p. 9) 

The Standards (1999) further reiterated the importance of social consequences in validity 

theory by emphasizing the assessment of the intended and unintended effects in its 

section on public policy evaluation (Standard 15.7). In addition to the emphasis within 

the Standards the AERA (a joint member in developing the Standards) released a policy 

statement on high-stakes testing that explicitly called for an ongoing evaluation of the 

intended and unintended effects (AERA, 2001). 

Given the requirements for the inclusion of the consequential aspect of validity in 

test evaluation, a method must be proposed to conduct such studies. Although the 

requirement for test consequences was essentially codified by Messick in 1989, most of 

the academic literature revolved around the discussion of its appropriateness rather than 

investigating the concept empirically. Therefore, limited research existed investigating 

the intended and unintended outcomes of tests. 

The Proposed Method, Role Responsibility, and Empirical Evidence 

The investigation of test consequences must begin with a method to support the 

scientific hypothesis under investigation. As proposed by Shepard (1997), once a test use 

was specified an evaluation of its effects must occur. Perhaps the two most significant 

proposed methods came from the work of Lane et al. (1998) and Chudowsky and 

Behuniak (1998). Both studies revealed potential uses of survey data and qualitative 

interviews to collect evidence regarding the consequences of tests. 
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The work of Lane et al. (1998) proposed a research methodology specifically 

investigating the consequential aspect of validity of statewide assessments that intended 

to improve student learning for all children. It was proposed that the first step in this 

evaluation should be to determine the intended effects of the assessment. This 

determination should result from documents describing the purposes and intended 

outcomes of the assessment. It was then recommended that an investigation of the 

unintended negative effects also be considered. This portion of the investigation should 

include an analysis of possible side effects or unanticipated outcomes resulting fi-om the 

implementation of the assessment such as the narrowing of the curriculum and more test 

preparation rather than meaningful instruction. 

Lane et al. (1998) recommended that evidence could be collected via surveys, 

classroom observations, or interviews to determine whether the actual consequences of 

the assessment were consistent with the intended outcomes of the assessment. These data 

sources would provide the researcher with information regarding teacher beliefs and 

awareness of the assessment program and the way teachers use and interpret test score 

data. Lane et al. postulated that the educator's beliefs about the assessment would have a 

strong correlation with the impacts of the assessment in the school. Lane et al. recognized 

that consequences could be far reaching and beyond examination. It was their 

recommendation to limit the extent of the consequential evidence to be examined. 

A second major theory proposing possible methods to investigate the 

consequential aspect of validity was suggested by the use of focus groups as proposed by 
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Chudowsky and Behuniak (1998). This proposal was recommended when conducting 

initial and exploratory evaluations on test consequences. 

Witkin and Altschuld (1995) described the focus group as a structured technique 

involving 8 to 12 homogenous individuals. They did not believe the purpose of the focus 

group was to obtain consensus. Rather, it was to determine how the participants felt about 

the topic and to identify the range of perspectives regarding it. Chudowsky and Behuniak 

(1998) conceded the limitation on external validity due to limited sample size and 

suggested the use of a focus group to identify the range of perspectives and to develop a 

survey instrument for wide-scale use. 

Another significant issue following the investigation of the consequential aspect 

of validity surrounded role responsibility. It was questioned as to who should collect the 

data regarding test consequences (Green, 1998; Linn, 1998; Madaus, 1985; Moss, 1998; 

Reckase, 1998; Taleporos, 1998; Yen, 1998). Linn (1998) recognized that most testing 

programs were the result of educational policy developed at the legislative level. 

However, he also recognized the inadequacy of asking the legislative body implementing 

the policy to investigate the effects of the policy. Linn believed that the responsibility 

should be distributed among the state legislature, the state board of education, districts 

implementing the policy, and test publishers. Linn specified that the educational 

measurement commiuiity has a tremendous role in evaluating the consequences of test 

validity and providing evidence to policymakers. 

Measurement professionals need to assist policymakers and users of assessments 

in understanding the implications of evidence available from similar applications 
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and in understanding the need to obtain evidence about plausible effects to inform 

future policy decisions, (p. 30) 

Given that educational and social policy rested upon the consequences of test 

score data. Linn's (1998) recommendation was central to the utility of test use and 

interpretation. The role of the measurement professional becoming actively involved in 

the design, evaluation, and assistance in policy formation evolved as a key ingredient to 

the current and future application of test use and social policy. 

In a study using a survey method and causal modeling of a statewide assessment 

in Kansas, Pomplun (1997) found that teacher attitude played a significant role in 

educational impact. Further, the results suggested that the state assessment had an impact 

on classroom instruction when activities are tied to the district or building level. These 

results suggested that teacher change is contingent upon district or school change efforts. 

This study further suggested that teacher attitude variables should be considered within 

the contexts of a consequential study. This variable was found to have a significant 

impact on instructional change. 

In a study on the perceived impacts of the Kentucky State assessment, Kortez et 

al. (1996) examined the impacts of the test on school management, instruction, educator 

support, accountability, and test preparation using surveys. The results of the study 

suggested that the test had an impact on content emphasis, time spent on test preparation, 

and teacher expectations for students. 

In the last of the current major analyses regarding the consequential aspect of 

validity. Lane et al. (1999) used surveys to examine the effects of the Maryland State 
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Performance Assessment Program (MSPAP) on school curriculum, classroom 

instruction, assessment practices, student learning, professional development, and school 

decision-making policies. This three-year comprehensive evaluation included a detailed 

analysis of the mathematics and language arts curricula. It was also hypothesized in this 

study that if the assessment were to have an impact on instruction and curriculum, that 

impact should be the same for tested grades and nontested grades. The results of the study 

suggested that differences were significant between the tested grades (3 and 5) and the 

nontested grades. Teachers in the tested grades reported greater familiarity with the test 

format and content, and spent more time on test preparation. 

The Nature of Validity Evidence 

Although the idea of consequential validity has been debated and accepted, 

limited research existed on the nature of validity evidence needed to provide support that 

the actual consequences of test use were consistent with the intended outcomes of the 

assessment. Traditional techniques for conducting validity studies have relied upon 

methods analyzing convergent and discriminant validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) the 

use of correlation coefGcients for criterion validity investigations (Nunnally & Bernstein, 

1994), and hypothesis testing using experimental design (Shepard, 1993). Validation 

always requires empirical investigations with the form of validity indicating the needed 

form of evidence (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). For example, construct and criterion 

validity generally require the use of a correlation coefficient, while content validity 

usually requires professional judgment based on the opinions of experts. 
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Given the complex nature of the consequential aspect of validity and the broad 

and possibly immeasurable consequences resulting from a test, the assessment and nature 

of validity evidence must be reconsidered. Messick (1989) stated 

There are few prescriptions for how to proceed in the systematic evaluation of 

testing consequences. However, just as the use of counterhypotheses was 

suggested as an efficient means of directing attention to vulnerabilities in a 

construct theory, so the use of counterproposals might serve to direct attention 

efficiently to vulnerabilities in a proposed test use. (p. 86) 

It appeared that Messick recognized the limited possibilities for examining consequences 

of test use. It was further suggested by Messick that a powerful method of investigation 

would include weighing the potential consequences of test use against the consequences 

of not testing at all. His suggestion to examine the potential consequences of test use 

against not testing at all supported the research hypothesis of this study to compare the 

curricular impact in the tested and nontested grades. 

Linn, Baker, and Dunbar (1991) postulated that the investigation of the 

consequential aspect of validity should provide evidence about the intended and 

unintended effects on the way teachers spend their time and think about the goals of 

education. They emphasized that primary importance should be given to the intended and 

unintended outcomes on teaching practices and student learning. 

Validity theorists have documented the need for a study on the consequential 

aspect of validity to include an analysis of the unintended negative effects of the test. The 
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identification or measurement of these effects was often impossible or at least extremely 

difficult. Messick (1994) stated 

The primary measurement concern with respect to adverse consequences is that 

any negative impact on individuals or groups, especially gender and racial/ethnic 

groups, should not derive from any source of test invalidity such as construct 

underrepresentation or construct irrelevance variance. That is low scores should 

not occur because the test is missing something relevant to the focal construct 

which, if present, would have permitted the affected student to demonstrate their 

competence. Furthermore, low scores should not occur because the test contains 

something irrelevant that interferes with the affected students' demonstration of 

competence, (p. 21) 

Shepard (1997) stated that test makers should not be responsible for any negative effects 

due to test misuse. This implies that a test has been designated a specific purpose with 

accompanying validity evidence to support the intended claim. Deviations from the 

intended test use would constitute a new purpose, thereby requiring new validity 

evidence. 

Both of these arguments strongly suggested that test makers must clearly 

delineate the intended purpose and uses of the test prior to its implementation. 

Additionally, all test score inferences should be examined with caution given that no test 

is perfect and that validity is a matter of degree. 

All tests require the accumulation of empirical evidence and logical argument to 

support each intended use and inferences drawn from the test (Shepard, 1993). Although 
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it has been previously stated, it begs repeating by Shepard "Any validity evaluation must 

start by identifying not only the test but its intended use" (p. 432). 

Theoretical groundwork and empirical investigations to date supported the 

importance of the consequential aspect of validity and an intense evaluation of the 

intended uses and interpretations of the test score data. The major codification of the 

nature of evidence to be collected existed within the Standards (APA, 1999) across the 

sections on validity and public policy. The relevant standards within this document 

included, but are not limited to 

Standard 1.22 

When it is clearly stated or implied [emphasis added] that a recommended test use 

will result in a specific outcome, the basis for expecting that outcome should be 

presented, together with relevant evidence. 

Standard 1.23 

When a test use or score interpretation is recommended on the grounds that 

testing or the testing program per se will result in some indirect benefit in addition to the 

utility of information from the test scores themselves, the rationale for anticipating the 

indirect benefit should be made expUcit. Logical or theoretical arguments and empirical 

evidence for the indirect benefits should be provided. Due weight should be given to any 

contradictory findings in the scientific literature, including findings suggesting important 

indirect outcomes other than those predicted. 
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Standard 1.24 

When unintended consequences result from test use, an attempt should be made to 

investigate whether such consequences arise from the test's sensitivity to characteristics 

other than those it is intended to assess or to the test's failure fully to represent the 

intended construct. 

Standard 15.7 

When educational testing programs are mandated by school, district, state or other 

authorities, the ways in which test results are intended to be used should be clearly 

described. It is the responsibility of those who mandate the use of tests to identify and 

monitor their impact and to minimize potential negative consequences. The test user 

should also examine consequences resulting from the uses of the test, both intended and 

unintended. 

The nature of evidence needed for the evaluation of test consequences begins with 

a description of the intended or implied outcomes of the test. The collection of empirical 

evidence to support the intended effects may be investigated using survey or interview 

methods. The complex nature of consequential evidence must be narrowed given that 

consequences may occur in numerous domains. 
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Opportunity to Leam as a Strategy for Assessing Curricular Impact 

If the general curricular impact is to be assessed, then a framework guiding the 

intended areas of impact must be defined. To assess the intended impacts of the AIMS 

test, a document analysis technique (Corbin & Strauss, 1998) was used to review 

documents from the ADE. These documents included the 10 most recent AIMS Updates 

ranging from April 2000 to November 2000, and the AIMS Criticisms PowerPoint 

presentation online (ADE, 2001a). Results of the document analysis revealed the intent of 

the AIMS test by the ADE and ASBE to effect student learning opportunities and student 

achievement. 

The prominence of OTL as an indicator of educational impact is not new. Perhaps 

the most relevant demonstration of the construct was revealed in the Debra P. v. 

Turlington case (1981) heard in the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. The opinion of the 

court supported the use of the Florida competency test as a high school requirement if it 

could be demonstrated that students had been given adequate opportunity to leara the 

tested material. Wang (1998) stated " It is therefore very important to assess equity in 

students' opportunity to leam the tested material so that they are not unfairly held 

accountable for material they did not leam" (p. 138). 

Guiton and Oakes (1995) contended that accountabiUty measures, specifically 

tests, presumed that the educational system was equipped with the human and capital 

resources to provide fair and adequate learning opportunities to all students. If tests serve 

to hold schools accountable, then it must be demonstrated that students have been 

provided with adequate learning opportunities. 
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Berliner and Biddle (1995) indicated that OTL is the single greatest factor 

affecting student achievement. In fact, they described this as Berliner and Biddle's 

Student Achievement Law. Additional research has noted that OTL variables were 

significant factors in student test scores (Wang, 1998). 

Wang (1998) described four OTL variables as they related to student 

achievement. These included content coverage, content exposure, content emphasis, and 

quality of instructional delivery. The coverage variable included the extent to which the 

tested material matched the taught material. The exposure variable described the amount 

of time students are engaged in learning the covered material. The emphasis variable 

indicated the influence that certain curricular topics have over others. The quality of 

instructional delivery variable described how the teaching practices affect academic 

achievement. 

As previously noted, the AIMS test was designed to raise the quality of education 

and expand learning opportunities for all Arizona children. Given these assumptions, the 

OTL variable served as a framework defining the domain within which instructional and 

curricular impact might occur. 

McDonnell (1995) suggested that an effective method for the collection of 

evidence that OTL variables were affected was through the use of teacher surveys. 

McDonnell found that surveys captured the teachers' beliefs about the curricular impact 

resulting from the assessment within each of the OTL variables. Wang (1998) has also 

documented the validity of teacher self reports assessing coverage and emphasis 

variables. However, the assessment of the fourth variable, quality of instructional 
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delivery, could not adequately be assessed through teacher surveys. This would more 

reasonably be done through classroom observations of the teacher's ability to present 

lessons and facilitate student learning. 

In a recent study attempting to determine how to assess the opportunities students 

have had to leam tested material, Herman et al. (2001) further validated the use of self-

report surveys using the Multitrait- Multimethod matrix (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). The 

results of this study indicated that surveys could be reasonably used to assess the learning 

opportunities afforded to students. Herman et al. (2001) stated "However, at least at a 

surface level, we can differentiate from survey results data the extent to which 

instructional reform is being attempted in classroom practice. This is decidedly good 

news" (pp. 23-24). 

The use of the OTL framework for assessing curricular impact provided insight 

into the intended effects of curriculum. Darling-Hammond (1994) argued that tests could 

serve to demonstrate the disparate learning opportunities available to students. She 

theorized that testing practices could actually have the unintended impact of limiting 

student learning opportunities rather than expanding them. 

The OTL variables have the potential to serve as a framework for the assessment 

of curricular impact. Each of the three OTL variables selected described a dimension 

within which curriculum changes may occur. 
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The Doctrine of Maximal Overlap 

A significant issue in the standards-based movement questioned whether the test 

was a measure of the curriculum actually taught in classrooms. The AIMS test purported 

to measure the Arizona Academic Standards and had claimed that the standards were the 

heart and soul of the curriculum (ADE, 2001a). 

The matching of the taught curriculum to the content assessed in a high-stakes test 

through the process of linking content and performance standards to assessment, 

instruction, and learning in classrooms had become a major thrust within the educational 

reform movement. This became known as curriculum alignment (CRESST, 2001; 

Combleth, 1990; Glatthom, 1997; Wraga, 1997). It was presumed that standards-based 

reform would have an effect if the content standards were aligned with the state's test 

(Porter & Smithson, in press). 

The question of overlap between the tested curriculum and the taught curriculum 

became a research interest within the educational measurement community. The 

construct became known as the doctrine of maximal overlap (Frechtling, 1989). Coo ley 

and Leinhardt (1980) reported that the overlap variable was a critical predictor in 

academic achievement. This variable accounted for more variance in end of the year 

achievement than any other variable related to instructional practice. 

Two methods for establishing overlap between the tested and the taught curricula 

included frontloading and backloading (Wraga, 1997). The frontloading procedure 

suggested that the taught curriculum was designed first. An assessment would then be 

developed to measure the taught curriculum. The backloading procedure worked in 
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opposite fashion. The test would first be created and the curriculum would be established 

by the content measured on the test. The backloading process essentially guaranteed that 

the test became the taught curriculum. 

Wraga (1997) criticized the alignment process indicating that the procedure is 

representative of the top-down approach to curriculum development similar to the 

scientific management approaches used during the 1920s and 1930s. It was further 

alleged that the alignment process was a misuse of standardized tests rendering them 

useless as a diagnostic tool and placing the teacher in the position of technician rather 

than creator. Additionally, Wraga condemned alignment as a rationalization among 

policymakers and educators as a method used to legitimately teach to the test. 

The assumptions underlying Wraga's (1997) perspective were consistent with 

Combleth's (1990) conception of the technocratic curriculum. The technocratic 

perspective viewed curriculum as a tangible product that could be broken down into a 

document. The document suggested that curriculum was composed of discrete 

components (e.g., content standards, performance objectives) that could be constructed 

and delivered in a linear sequence. Knowledge was treated as a declarative, an object to 

be packaged and distributed among all students in a similar fashion. 

The technocratic conception appeared to align with Ralph Tyler's scientific 

management movement and time and motion studies (Hoy & Miskel, 1996). The teacher 

was placed in a position to deliver a constructed curriculum rather than to construct a 

contextualized local curriculum thereby reducing the professional role of a classroom 

teacher (Combleth, 1990). 
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Glatthom (1997) reported that ignoring the need for curriculum alignment in a 

time of mandated tests is foolish at best. He added that the process could be used to 

damage or to strengthen the curriculum depending on its purpose within the educational 

system. Primarily, Glatthom reported that alignment could serve to ensure overlap among 

the written, or official, curriculum of the school and with the curricula that are actually 

taught and tested. 

Curriculum alignment was a major thrust from the ADE during the systemic 

reform movement (ADE, 2001a). Courses were taught by ADE personnel instructing 

practitioners how to align Content Standards with instruction and assessment. 

Administrative staff within the Amphitheater School District also emphasized the 

alignment process. (R. Hooley, associate superintendent, personal communication, 

February 8, 2001). The process used within the district and encouraged by the state 

reflected the backloading procedure using the AIMS test. 

The process of curriculum leadership through the alignment process then became 

a variable worthy of examination. The analysis of the curriculum leadership construct 

may serve to explain variance accounted for in the instructional change variable (OTL) as 

reported by classroom teachers. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

This study used siu^ey research to collect data on the general curricular and 

instructional impact resulting from the AIMS test. Data were collected from teachers in 

Grades 1 through 5 in the spring of 2001. Teachers in the elementary setting were chosen 

to begin an exploratory analysis of the AIMS test consequences. 

The survey technique was selected as the preferred method for two reasons. First, 

self-report surveys have been found to be a valid tool for assessing classroom curriculum 

(Lane et al., 1998; Herman et al., 2001; Wang, 1998). Second, surveys permitted the 

researcher to gather information from larger populations and conduct numerous analyses 

with the data. Herman et al. (2001) found that "Surveys can be used to obtain data about 

the broad contours of the teaching and learning activities in which students are engaged" 

(p. 23). Additionally, Lane et al. (1998) reported "In particular, the perceived worth [of a 

test] in evaluating the curriculum, instruction and student learning will contribute to their 

impact" (p. 27). 

Chudowsky and Behuniak (1998) reported that the use of focus group interviews 

limited the researcher's attempt to gain large-scale perceptions and understandings. It was 

their recommendation that researchers conducting consequential studies develop siu^ey 

instruments that could be distributed among larger populations. 
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Research Design and Sample 

The research design was quasi-experimental in nature using the Posttest-Only 

Design with Nonequivalent Groups (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Although this design was 

ex post facto in nature, it permitted the researcher to investigate the evidence supporting 

the intended effects and provided direction for future research. 

Selection of this design was chosen by necessity. The AIMS test was not 

administered in all grades, only Grades 3 and 5 in the elementary school. The nontested 

grades served as a comparison group. The use of a pretest measure was not feasible 

given that the AIMS test was first administered in the spring of 2000. Therefore, any 

pretest measure intending to assess the curricular impacts of the AIMS test must have 

been used prior to any AIMS implementation. Although the use of a proxy measure as 

suggested by Cook and Campbell (1979) could be used which correlated with the posttest 

measure, no such proxy could be found in the review of literature. 

The unit of analysis for this study was the teacher in tested and nontested grades. 

Data on the curricular impact were collected fi-om the tested grades (3 and 5) and the 

nontested grades (1,2, and 4). Although two schools within the district included the sixth 

grade, most elementary schools did not. Therefore, the sixth grade has not been included 

in the analysis. Furthermore, kindergarten classes have been excluded fi-om the analysis 

for two reasons. First, some schools had full day kindergarten classes while others did 

not. Second, kindergarten classes did not participate in any form of student assessment 

from the state or district. External assessments were more foreign to this grade level than 

any other in the elementary school. 
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The research sample consisted of all teachers in Grades 1 through 5 within the 

Amphitheater School District in Tucson, Arizona. The district was chosen due to its large 

and diverse student population. This district represented a total student population of 

approximately 15,000 students in the north-central part of Tucson. The district was 

subdivided into two parts, north and south. Only one of seven elementary schools on the 

north side of the district received Title I support while four of the six southern elementary 

schools received Title I support. 

A statistical power analysis was conducted (Cohen, 1992) to determine the 

necessary sample size. In order to detect a medium effect (d = .5) with a two-tailed 

independent samples t test with alpha set at .05 and power set at .80, 64 participants were 

needed per group. Although the research hypothesis was a test of the null hypothesis in 

this study, a statistical power analysis will permit for defensible inferences to be drawn 

from the analyses if the null is not rejected. 

The independent variable in this investigation (IV) was a discrete measure that 

had been dichotomized into tested grades (3 and 5) and nontested grades (1,2 and 4). The 

dependent variable (DV) was a continuous measure describing the curricular and 

instructional impact. These data for the DV were collected from self-report surveys. 

Instrumentation 

The AIMS Questionnaire was developed consisting of 50 items (see Appendix A). 

The questionnaire was reviewed by the district's research proposal committee and 

superintendent (see Appendix B) to assess appropriateness. Classroom teachers within 
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the district also reviewed the survey for clarity and appropriateness and to estimate the 

time needed to complete the survey. 

The questions were developed based on substantial literature review reflecting the 

work and conclusions of other educational researchers conducting consequential validity 

studies specifically focusing on the impact of the assessment on classroom instruction 

(Koretz et al., 1996; Lane, Parke, Stone, Cerrillo, & Hanson 2000; Pomplun, 1997; 

Shepard & Dougherty, 1991; Shepard, Flexer, Heibert, & Marion, 1996; Taleporos, 

1998). The survey was developed to assess eight dimensions. These included teacher 

support for the AIMS test, use of test results for curricular/instructional planning, general 

understanding of the test results, school reform, content coverage, content exposure, 

content emphasis, and test preparation. The table of specifications outlines the constructs 

and each question within them (see Appendix C). The purpose of the survey and its 

design was to build upon the work of previous research and to examine the curricular 

impacts that occurred in numerous dimensions. Marker variables were identified within 

each of the eight dimensions. The marker variables within the dimensions of support, use, 

understanding, school reform, content coverage, content emphasis, content exposure, test 

preparation, and curricular leadership were Items 2, 16, 12, 30, 27, 43, 32, 46, and 14, 

respectively. 

All questions were coded using a six-point Likert scale with the following 

indicators: (1) Strongly Disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Tend to Disagree, (4) Tend to Agree, 

(5) Agree, and (6) Strongly Agree. The purpose of developing the questionnaire with 

these indicators was to meet the requirement for interval level data for statistical analysis 
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and to improve each item's distributional characteristics (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). It 

was assumed that the intervals between each pair of adjacent indicators were equal. 

Higher responses from each item on the AIMS Questionnaire indicated positive criteria 

for evaluation of the item. Items 37,47, and 49 are negatively criterial. 

The items within the general level of support for the AIMS test dimension were 

designed to measure a teacher's support for the test. These questions were designed to 

provide exploratory data and to recommend future research. Pomplun (1997) found that 

levels of support have a positive relationship to the classroom impact. 

The use of test results dimension intended to measure if schools use the results of 

the assessment for instructional planning and schoolwide diagnostic purposes. 

The items within the general level of understanding of the test results dimension 

were exploratory. The AIMS test was the first test reporting the IRT metric only in the 

State of Arizona. The scale score metric and percentages were reported instead of 

Classical Test Theory statistics. Frechtling (1989) had found that data from test results 

were often misinterpreted or partially understood. The examination of this factor served 

to provide recommendations to officials within the district regarding the level of 

understanding of the test results. 

The school reform construct included items describing any efforts to change the 

curriculum substantively, teacher efforts such as motivation, or student achievement 

attributable to the test. Items 37 and 47 within this construct were negatively criterial. 

These items differed from the OTL construct in that they did not conform to the 

definition of any OTL variable adopted for this study from Wang (1998). 
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The research on OTL was used as the framework to assess the items within each 

of the three OTL dimensions (Herman et al., 2001; Wang, 1998). The definition of each 

OTL variable assessed was adopted from Wang. The quality of instructional delivery 

OTL variable was excluded from the analysis. The examination of that variable would 

involve a study on teacher quality and experience which falls outside the scope of this 

research. Items 18, 25, 27, 28, and 31 were designed to measure the content coverage 

variable. Items 26, 32, 34, 38, and 39 were designed to measure the content exposure 

variable. Items 40,42,43 and 45 were designed to measure the content emphasis 

variable. 

The items within the test preparation construct were designed to measure the 

extent that teachers report having the necessary materials to prepare students for the 

AIMS test. Item 49 was negatively criterial. 

The items within the curricular leadership construct were designed to measure the 

role of curriculum articulation in the schools. 

Demographic data such as Title I status (yes or no) and grade level taught were 

collected for the analysis. The results of the survey were not examined by school; 

therefore, school sites were not specifically coded. 

Procedures 

After the district research committee granted approval, the surveys were 

distributed to all principals of elementary schools containing Grades 1 through 5. 

Principals were briefed in person on the relevance of the study to their school curriculum 

and were assured that data were anonymous and individual school sites would not be 
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reported anywhere in the study. Principals were provided with a cover letter (see 

Appendix D) describing the purpose and procedures for administration, the surveys, and 

tickets to implement the incentive. The principals were asked to return the surveys no 

later than May 1, 2001. The incentive to increase the response rate was discussed with the 

principals. Two $100.00 and two $50.00 prizes were used to increase survey response 

rates. Each teacher was provided with a ticket and identifying number to maintain 

anonymity. The researcher secured the other half of the ticket and identifying number. An 

Amphitheater District official randomly selected winning tickets on April 24, 2001. The 

identifying ticket numbers were listed in a memo and sent to all participating schools. 

Cash was provided to the winning ticket holders for each prize. 

Data Analysis 

The data were first subjected to an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using both 

principal components and principal axis extraction methods and varimax rotation. Both 

rotated and unrotated solutions were examined. The EFA served to determine how 

closely the measure conformed to expectations (Jones & Sabers, 1992), to investigate the 

intercorrelations and internal structure of the questionnaire items, and as a data reduction 

technique. Further, each factor or construct (Kerlinger, 1986) within the questionnaire 

was analyzed to assess the internal consistency using coefficient alpha. 

To examine the construct validity and dimensionality of the AIMS Questionnaire 

further, the data were examined using a Multitrait-Monomethod Matrix (Campbell & 

Fiske, 1959; Messick, 1989; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1992). The use of this matrix 
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presented all intercorrelations of the data fixim a single administration of the survey 

instrument. Coefficient alpha was used as the reliability coefficient in the diagonals while 

the Pearson product-moment correlation was placed in the heterotrait-monomethod 

triangle. The Multitrait-Multimethod matrix is typically used to examine the correlations 

of the constructs with independent methods to assess convergent and discriminant 

validity. The use of this Segmented monomethod matrix was recognized as a limitation 

to the study of convergent and discriminant validity. However, the monomethod matrix 

permitted inferences regarding the validity of each dimension of the instrument through 

the examination of correlational patterns. Although the OTL variables were a subset of 

the same research construct, multidimensionality would be substantiated if the 

correlations among the three OTL variables were not too high. 

Descriptive statistics including means and standard deviations were computed for 

preliminary analysis at the item level. Data were also presented using mean plots for each 

construct analyzed. Subscales were then created constituting the major variables of 

interest for the study (i.e., content coverage, content exposure, content emphasis, test 

preparation, general support, general understanding of test results, use of test results, and 

school reform). Descriptive statistics were computed for each subscale. 

The alpha level was set at .05 for each statistical test. The data were aggregated 

into two groups. Tested grades consisted of Grades 3 and S and the nontested grades 

consisted of Grades 1, 2, and 4. Cohen's d served as an effect size measure for each 

statistical test comparing two means while r|^ was used to compute the proportion of 
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variance accounted for in the dependent variable for statistical tests comparing more than 

two means (Cooper, 1998). 

The primary research hypothesis was tested using a two-factor analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) comparing the main effects among the grade levels. Title I schools, 

and the interaction effect. A planned comparison test was performed to examine the 

difference between the tested and nontested grades. A post-hoc analysis was performed to 

analyze the data further. 

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to examine 

the relationship between curriculum alignment and the instructional change variables 

(OTL and School Reform) and between the levels of support and the curricular impact 

factors to provide exploratory data on the relationships between teacher support for the 

assessment and classroom impact. These data will also suggest future investigations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter reports the results of the return rate and reliability and validity 

analyses of the AIMS Questionnaire including results of the exploratory factor analysis 

and the multitrait-monomethod matrix. All eight constructs measured from the AIMS 

Questionnaire were analyzed individually. Items that did not meaningfully contribute to 

the constructs measured on the questionnaire were analyzed at the item level. 

Return Rate 

The AIMS Questionnaire was distributed to the principals of all Amphitheater 

District elementary schools. Surveys were returned from 12 of the 13 schools. Originally, 

252 surveys were distributed to the principals. Within two weeks 153 total useable 

surveys were returned for a total response rate of 61%. Surveys were considered 

unusable if a grade level was not indicated or if more than one grade level was marked. 

Of the 12 schools participating in the study, four received Title I federal support. 

The Title I schools represented 39% of the responses while 61% of the responses were 

from non-Title I schools. The AIMS nontested grades represented 57.5% of the returns, 

and the AIMS tested grades represented 42.5% of the returns. Table 1 shows the 

responses from each grade level. 
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Table 1 

AIMS Questionnaire Responses bv Grade Level 

Grade Level Frequency Percent 

First 32 20.9 

Second 29 19 

Third 30 19.6 

Fourth 27 17.6 

Fifth 35 22.9 

Total 153 100 

Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) with Principal Components and Principal 

Axis extraction methods with varimax rotation were used to explore the internal structure 

of the AIMS Questionnaire. Principal components extraction with varimax rotation was 

retained using the 50 items on the AIMS Questionnaire. This method was retained 

because it provided the most meaningful and interpretable results from the questionnaire. 

Orthogonal rotation was retained due to its simplicity and ease of description (Nunnally 

& Bernstein, 1994; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). A scree test was used to assist in the 

identification of meaningful factors (Jones & Sabers, 1992). Based on the results of the 

analysis, the data were reduced to 11 total factors. Seven of these 11 factors provided 

constructs representing the original and intended dimensions. An additional construct was 

identified in the EFA that was not originally expected. The identified constructs included 
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general level of support for the AIMS test, use of test results, general level of 

understanding of test results, school reform, opportimity to learn, test preparation, 

unintended negative consequences, and curricular leadership. The individual items 

contributing to each of the identified constructs are included in the table of means and 

standard deviations presented in the analysis section of this chapter. Factor loadings are 

listed in Appendix E. 

Examination of the factor matrix revealed that the AIMS Questionnaire did not 

conform exactly to the expectations predicted in the preliminary table of specifications 

(Appendix C). The marker variables were used as guides to identify the predicted 

constructs. 

The three opportunity to leam (OTL) variables did not separate into three distinct 

variables as predicted. Inspection of the loadings for each item revealed that items 

predicted to load within the school reform construct converged with items in the OTL 

construct on Factors 1 and 2. Extracting the factor matrix into more than 11 factors did 

not disaggregate the school reform items from the OTL items. This indicated that the 

AIMS Questionnaire was measuring a unitary construct. Using the theoretical definitions 

for the OTL variables, adjustments were made to the items creating a unitary construct 

instead of three OTL variables. The school reform construct was retained as a separate 

construct as those items did not conform to the theoretical definitions of content 

coverage, exposure, or emphasis. 

Further examination of the factor loadings indicated a new factor consisting of 

items measuring unintended negative consequences of test use. The three items within 
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this factor were retained as a distinct construct for empirical examination within this 

study. 

The items contributing to the general level of support factor conformed closely to 

predicted expectations. Items 1 and 10 did not load with the other items as expected and 

were therefore excluded from the construct. Item 19 did load with the items and was 

included within the construct. 

The curricular leadership factor also conformed closely to research expectations. 

All items predicted to constitute the construct loaded together with the exception of Item 

20. Item 20 was therefore excluded. 

The use of test results factor conformed closely to research expectations. All 

items within this factor loaded together with the exception of Item 16. 

The understanding of test results items all loaded on the same factor. However, 

these items also loaded with items measuring the OTL construct. These items were 

disaggregated and placed into a unitary construct as logical argtmient and the reliability 

coefficient (.90) provided evidence to support the change. 

The test preparation factor included Items 4, 35, and 46. Items 4 and 35 loaded 

together. However, they were included within the same factor as the items constituting 

the use of test results factor. Item 46 did not load with Items 4 or 35. It was retained as an 

item within this construct as argument, and the reliability coefficient provided evidential 

basis for the change. 

Some items within the factor matrix did not load within predicted constructs. 

These items have not been included in the summated score for any total construct as they 
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did not empirically or meaningfully fit within the identified constructs. Instead, item level 

analysis was performed for each item not contributing to a construct. 

Multitrait-Monomethod Matrix 

Further examination investigating construct validity of the AIMS Questionnaire 

occurred through the use of the Multitrait-Monomethod matrix (MTMM). As previously 

discussed, the use of the monomethod has been recognized as firagmented and contained 

limitations in its analytical use. However, the multidimensionality of the instrument was 

assessed through the inspection of convergent and discriminant validity. 

Campbell and Fiske (1959) suggested that the MTMM matrix contained four 

properties that could be examined. They included high reliability diagonals, high 

correlations between different measures of each trait, low correlations between different 

measures of different traits, and smaller correlations between variables measuring 

different traits. Due to the single method of data collection, only the main reliability 

diagonals and correlations between different traits were inspected. 
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Table 2 

Multitrait-Monomethod Matrix for AIMS Questionnaire 

Method 
AIMS Questionnaire 

Traits 
Al Support 

Al Bl CI Dl El Fl G1 HI 
.89 
.34 .71 
.30 .53 .90 
.65 .62 .43 .84 
.54 .65 .59 .83 .92 
.24 .52 .57 .45 .55 .72 
-.12 .18 .28 .12 .38 .30 .70 
.06 .36 .26 .09 .14 .33 .06 .79 

Method Bl Use 
AIMS CI Understanding 
Questionnaire Dl School Reform 

El OTL 
Fl Test Preparation 
G1 Unintended 
HI Leadership 

The main reliability diagonal shows Cronbach's coefficient alpha for each 

subscale in the analysis. It is often expected that the reliability coefficients should be 

higher than any correlations within its column or row (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), 

which was the case in the AIMS Questionnaire matrix above. Reliability was high for 

Subscales Al, CI, Dl, El, and HI (.89, .90, .84, .92, .79, respectively). Subscales Bl, Fl, 

and G1 revealed acceptable reliability coefficients (.71, .72, .70, respectively). It was 

notable that deleting one question (Item 49) from subscale G1 increased the alpha 

coefficient from .70 to .87. This was avoided due to the increased meaning item 49 added 

to the construct. The item's contribution to the scale is discussed on page 73. 

The monomethod correlations indicated the degree of relationship among the 

identified constructs but shared the same method of assessment. The primary purpose of 

this analysis was to examine the convergent and discriminant validity of the scale and to 

assess its dimensionality. 
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The support subscale converged as expected with the OTL and reform constructs 

(.65, .54). Additionally, support was negatively correlated (-.12) with the unintended 

negative consequences construct. Although the latter construct was only identified after 

the exploratory factor analysis, the negative correlation between the two constructs fit 

within logical and theoretical boundaries. 

The use and understanding subscales converged as expected with the reform, 

OTL, and test preparation subscales. The correlation between use and leadership was 

higher than any other leadership correlations. This indicated curriculum articulation had a 

connection with the use of test results. The practical significance of this finding would 

encourage practitioners to use the test results while planning vertical coordination of the 

curriculum. 

The most notable correlation within the matrix existed between OTL and school 

reform (.83). This convergence exceeded what would be expected when attempting to 

assess distinct constructs. The correlation closely resembled the reliability coefficient for 

the OTL subscale. This was first noted in the exploratory factor analysis as the items 

within each of these two constructs loaded on Factors 1 and 2 together. Including the 

items within the school reform factor in the reliability analysis along with the items in the 

OTL factor increased the alpha coefficient for the OTL subscale from .92 to .94. The 

convergence of the two subscales indicated a unitary construct rather than two distinct 

subscales. However, interpretations from assessment results are valid only to the degree 

that evidence existed to support their appropriateness (Nitko, 1996). Therefore, the items 

within the school reform factor were excluded from the OTL construct as these items did 
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not fit within the theoretical definitions adopted firom Wang (1998) for this research 

study. Their inclusion did not add to the theoretical appropriateness required for 

examination of this construct. Adding measurement precision at the expense of 

measuring a less precise construct did not seem viable. 

The low correlations between the curriculum leadership subscale and the other 

subscales, excluding Bl, CI, and Fl, signified a small relationship between these 

constructs. The leadership dimension was developed to examine its association with OTL 

as the dependent variable. However, the correlation was not statistically significant (g = 

.06, one-tailed). 

bispection of the correlations within the unintended negative consequences 

subscale indicated relatively low correlations with all subscales with the exceptions of 

OTL, understanding, and test preparation. The most notable correlation within the row 

was the negative correlation with the support dimension. This indicated the more a 

teacher supported the AIMS test, the fewer the negative consequences. This negative 

correlation also provided evidence of discriminant validity between these two constructs, 

as would be expected. 

The correlations between the test preparation factor and all other subscales were 

high and statistically significant (p < .01). These high correlations indicated a very strong 

relationship between the extent test preparation materials influence curricular change. 

The results of the AIMS Questionnaire demonstrated acceptable to high reliability 

coefficients along with empirical and theoretical evidence to support the construct 

validity and appropriateness of the instrument. Although the measure did not conform 
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exactly to hypothesized expectations as revealed through the factor analysis and MTMM, 

the identified constructs provided meaningfiil interpretations for data analysis as 

examined through both empirical methods. The patterns of correlations within the 

MTMM matrix supported each construct as a unitary dimension with the exception of 

school reform and OTL. However, the theoretical rationale preceded the presented 

empirical evidence, and the two remained as separate constmcts. Convergent and 

discriminant evidence was provided within the monotrait matrix through the inspection of 

correlations although multicollinearity is evident among the variables. 

The reliability and validity of the AIMS Questionnaire improved the results of the 

data analysis presented hereafter. The confidence placed in the results was improved as 

both theoretical and empirical evidence existed to support the research findings fi-om the 

teacher self reports. A limitation recognized was the lack of convergent and discriminant 

evidence with another measure of the same traits which should be considered in further 

consequential studies. A modified table of specifications based on the results of the EFA 

and MTMM is included in Appendix F. 

General Level of Support for the AIMS Test 

The analysis of the support construct served as exploratory preliminary data to 

examine differences between tested and nontested grades as well as between Title I and 

non Title I schools. The analysis sought to determine whether teachers in the tested 

grades were more or less supportive of the AIMS test than teachers in the nontested 
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grades. Additionally, it was of interest to the researcher to investigate whether Title I 

schools were less supportive of the AIMS test than non Title I schools. 

A two-way ANOVA was performed comparing the main effect between the 

AIMS tested grades (M = 18.26 SD = 6.60) and the AIMS nontested grades (M = 18.46 

SD = 7.06), the main effect of Title I (M = 17.53 SD = 6.43) and non-Title I schools (M = 

18.94 ^ = 7.09), and the interaction. All assumptions for the F test were examined and 

met. The items included in the analysis of this construct are listed in Table 3. The results 

of the ANOVA are presented in Table 4. Figure 2 illustrates the mean response for each 

grade level in the analysis. 

Question 23 was the stated purpose of the AIMS test from Arizona Department of 

Education (ADE) AIMS literature. Additionally, question 19 was included in the same 

document describing the intended purpose of the AIMS test. These two items have 

relatively low overall means (M = 2.65 SD = 1.47) and (M = 2.68 SD = 1.33), 

respectively. This indicated that teachers disagreed with the intended purposes of the 

AIMS test to increase the quality of education and expand learning opportunities. 

Although teachers disagreed overall with the intended purpose. Question 3 indicated that 

student achievement on the AIMS test was important (M = 4-39 SD = 1.32). 

Results of the analysis did not find statistically significant differences for the main 

effect comparing the tested and nontested grades, F (1, 144) = .463, g > .05. Cohen's d 

indicated an effect size of .2 signaling a noticeable, but small difference between the 

means of the two groups. 
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Results of the analysis did not find statistically significant differences for the main 

effect of Title I status, F (1, 144) = 2.46, g > .05. Cohen's d indicated an effect size of 

.21. This also indicated a noticeable, but small, difference between the means of the two 

groups. 

The interaction also failed to detect a statistically significant effect F (1, 144) = 

2.11,E>.05. 

Table 3 

Means and Standard Deviations for AIMS Support Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 
Item 

M SD n M SD n M SD n 
Q2. I support the use of the 
AIMS test as an instrument 
for school reform. 

2.75 1.32 63 2.84 1.47 88 2.8 1.4 151 

Q3. It is inqjortant to me 
that students in my school 
perform well on the AIMS 
test. 

4.4 1.42 65 4.39 1.26 88 4.39 1.32 153 

Q7. I support the AIMS test 
as a way to positively change 
classroom instruction. 

3.0 1.38 65 2.93 1.5 88 2.96 1.48 153 

Q8. 1 support the AIMS test 
as a means of holding 
students accountable. 

3.03 1.45 65 2.97 1.54 88 2.99 1.50 153 

Q19. The AIMS test has 
expanded learning 
opportunities for all students. 

2.78 1.14 65 2.60 1.45 88 2.68 1.33 153 

Q23. The AIMS test will 
raise the quality of education 
to a new level in Arizona. 

2.54 1.32 63 2.72 1.57 87 2.65 1.47 150 

Total AIMS Support 18.3 6.60 87 18.5 7.06 61 18.3 6.85 148 

Note. Coefficient Alpha = .89 
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Table 4 

Analysis of Variance for AIMS Support Variable 

Source SS MS F n! 
Grade 21.62 1 21.62 .463 .003 

Tide I 114.82 1 114.82 2.46 .02 

Interaction 98.64 1 98.64 2.11 .01 

Error 6721.86 144 46.68 

Total 6896.81 147 
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Figure 2. General level of support for the AIMS test. 

Use of AIMS Test Score Data 

This factor was analyzed to explore the ways teachers use the test results for 

instructional planning. These data were exploratory in nature and provided 

recommendations for future research. The high correlation between this construct and the 

reform, r =62, n = 139, ^ < .05, two-tailed and OTL, r = .65, n = 139, p < .05, two-

tailed, constructs signified a statistically significant relationship between the instructional 

change variables identified in this study. 
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A two-way ANOVA was performed comparing the main effect between the 

AIMS tested grades (M = 15.21 SD = 3.64) and the AIMS nontested grades ^ = 12.67 

SD = 4.39), the main effect comparing Title I schools (M = 13.84 SD = 13.71) and non-

Title I schools (M =13.71 ̂  = 4.21), and the interaction effect. All assmnptions for the 

F test were examined and met with the exception of homogeneity. The variances were 

found to differ significantly. The F test is, however, robust to the violation of 

homogeneity (Jaccard & Becker, 1997). The items included in the analysis of this 

construct are presented in Table 5. Table 6 presents the results of the ANOVA. Figure 3 

illustrates the mean response for each grade level in the analysis. 

Table 5 

Means and Standard Deviations for Use of Test Results Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 
Item 

M SD n M SD n M SD n 
Ql 1. We discuss strategies 
for improving student 
achievement on the AIMS 
test at my school. 

4.44 1.07 64 4.03 1.59 88 4.20 1.40 152 

Q16.1 use the AIMS test 
results for instructional 
planning. 

3.67 1.41 64 2.45 1.49 84 2.98 1.58 148 

Q22. The AIMS test is 
driving classroom instruction 
at my school. 

3.23 1.33 65 2.79 1.50 87 2.98 1.44 152 

Q29. The AIMS test results 
are used to diagnose problem 
areas of instruction at my 
school. 

3.77 1.28 64 3.46 1.43 85 3.59 1.37 149 

Total Use Score 15.2 3.64 62 12.7 4.39 82 13.8 4.26 144 

Note. Coefficient Alpha = .71 
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Results of the analysis revealed a statistically significant main effect comparing 

the tested and nontested grades, F (1, 140) = 13.90, g < .05, two-tailed. Cohen's d 

indicated an effect size of .63. The effect size signaled a medium difference between the 

two groups. 

Results of the analysis did not reveal a statistically significant main effect 

between the means of the Title I schools, F (1, 140) = .481, p > .05, two-tailed. Cohen's d 

indicated an effect size of .03. The mean difference, as indicated by the effect size 

measure, did not reflect any practical significance. 

The interaction failed to detect a statistically significant effect, F (1,140) = .225, 

E>.05. 

Table 6 

Analysis of Variance for Use of Test Results Variable 

Source ^ df MS F 

Grade 234.46 i 234.46 13.90* ^ 

Title I 8.11 1 8.11 .81 .003 

Interaction 3.80 1 3.80 .225 .001 

Error 2362.20 140 16.87 

Total 2599.97 143 
» p < .001 
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Figure 3. Use of test results. 

General Understanding of AIMS Test Results 

The AIMS test was the first externally mandated statewide test that reported the 

IRT metric only. Although the Stanford-9 test reported an IRT metric from a one-

parameter test, it also reported CTT metrics including NCE scores, percentile ranks, and 

grade-equivalent scores. The AIMS scale score differed from the Stanford-9 scale score. 

Primarily, it was an ability estimate from a three-parameter rather than the one-parameter 

model. 

This construct was analyzed to determine the general level of understanding of 

test results under the assumption that use of test results for instructional planning was 

contingent upon a high level of understanding. Frechtling (1989) reported that in general 
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educators and parents alike often misunderstand CTT statistics. The introduction of a new 

metric may impede diagnostic and instructional consequences if it is not well understood. 

These data were again exploratory, lacking a specific directional prediction 

regarding mean differences. They served as research recommendations for program 

implementation for undergraduate or practitioner training programs. The items included 

in the analysis of this construct are presented in Table 7. Figure 4 illustrates the mean 

response for each grade level in the analysis. 

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the mean differences 

between the tested (M = 16.13 SD = 4.26) and nontested grades (M = 10.49 ̂  = 5.62). 

Results of the t test examining the differences between the tested and nontested grades 

revealed statistically significant differences t (140) = - 6.59, p < .05. Cohen's d indicated 

an effect of 1.14. The effect size measure reflected an unusually large difference between 

the two means. 
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Table 7 

Means and Standard Deviations for Understanding of Test Results Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 
Item 

M SD n M SD n M SD n 
Q12.1 am able to interpret 
the test results. 

4.31 1.14 64 2.80 1.67 82 3.47 1.64 146 

Q13.1 have been provided 
with information to help me 
understand the test residts. 

4.16 1.30 64 2.70 1.67 83 3.33 1.68 147 

Q33. The AIMS test results 
make sense to me. 

3.73 1.34 64 2.54 1.64 85 3.05 1.63 149 

Q41.1 am able to interpret 
the AIMS scale score. 

3.95 1.31 63 2.61 1.62 83 3.19 1.63 146 

Total Understanding Score 16.1 4.26 63 10.5 5.62 79 13.0 5.77 142 

Note. Coefficient Alpha = .90 
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Figure 4. General level of understanding. 
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Curriculum Aligmnent and School Leadership 

The curriculum leadership construct was included in the analysis to examine its 

association with the OTL variable. It was previously noted that this dimension did not 

correlate significantly with the OTL, r = .14, n = 138, e > -05, one-tailed. 

In addition, an independent samples t test was performed comparing the mean 

differences between the AIMS tested grades (M = 22.8 SD = 4.04) and the AIMS 

nontested grades (M = 21.6 ^ = 5.03). All assimiptions for the t test were examined and 

met with the exception of homogeneity. The variances were found to differ significantly. 

The t test is, however, robust to the violation of homogeneity (Jaccard & Becker, 1997). 

If curricular impact among the grade levels was occurring in similar fashion as 

would be expected if all grade levels were positively impacted, then a variable must be 

selected to account for the overall changes. This factor was therefore selected to explore 

change in the OTL variable. However, the coefficient of determination indicated a very 

small proportion of variance, ^ = .02. Less than 2% of the variance in the dependent 

variable can be accounted for by the curriculiun leadership variable. 

This factor did correlate significantly with the use of test results factor, r = .36, n 

= 139,2 < .05, two-tailed. It was notable that use of test results was significantly 

correlated with the OTL dimension, r = .65, n = 144, p < .05, two-tailed. Although 

causality cannot be assumed, it was interesting that curriculum articulation correlated 

with the use of test results which was the second largest predictor of OTL change as 

observed in the matrix of correlations. 
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Results of the analysis between the AIMS tested and nontested grades did not 

reveal statistically significant differences between the means of the two groups, t (142) = 

-1.54, B > 05, two-tailed. Cohen's d indicated an effect size of .26. The mean difference, 

as indicated by the effect size measure, reflected a small difference between the two 

means. 

It was notable that means for each item within this construct all exceed tend to 

agree on the survey scale for the tested and nontested grades with the exception of Item 

36. Examining the descriptive statistics for Item 6 revealed the high mean response for 

the tested grades along with little variability indicated a high level of agreement among 

all teachers in the tested and nontested grades. Descriptive statistics indicated curriculum 

alignment sessions occur with fi-equency in the Amphitheater School District. The items 

included in the analysis of this construct are listed in Table 8. Figure 5 illustrates the 

mean response for each grade level in the analysis. 
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Figure 5. Principal Leadership through vertical coordination of the curriculum. 
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Table 8 

Means and Standard Deviations for Principal Leadership Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 
Item 

M SD n M SD n M SD n 
Q6. My principal has made 5.05 .78 65 4.86 1.16 88 4.94 1.01 153 
curriculum alignment a 
priority at this school. 

Q14. My principal has 4.57 1.33 65 4.30 1.41 84 4.42 1.38 149 
devoted time for the faculty 
to discuss the alignment of 
the content standards. 

Q24. My principal requires 4.53 1.33 62 4.43 1.27 87 4.47 1.29 149 
that curricular materials be 
aligned with the Arizona 
Content Standards before 
they are purchased. 

Q36. Curriculum alignment 4.06 1.20 65 3.84 1.50 87 3.93 1.38 152 
sessions are common at this 
school. 

Q50. Professional 4.65 .89 65 4.36 1.37 85 4.49 1.19 150 
development activities at this 
school have involved 
aligning our curriculum with 
the content standards. 

Total Principal Leadership 22.8 4.04 62 21.6 5.03 82 22.1 4.65 144 

Note. Coefficient Alpha = .79 

Unintended Negative Consequences of Test Use 

The analysis of this factor served primarily to investigate the negative unintended 

impacts of the AIMS test as suggested by the Standards (APA, 1999). Specifically, 

Standards 1.24 and IS.7 both suggested an evaluation of the negative consequences so 
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that their impact could be minimized. The items within this construct were both negative 

and unintended. 

The three items within this construct were negatively criterial. It was noted that 

the alpha coefficient for the three items was acceptable at .70. Removing Item 49 

increased the alpha coefficient to .87 for the remaining two items. Although this large 

increase in reliability resulted when Item 49 was excluded, it was retained for two 

reasons. First, it loaded with Items 37 and 47 in the exploratory factor analysis. Second, 

its inclusion added to the appropriateness of the construct. It has been estimated (Smith, 

1991) that time spent on testing programs, including preparation, reduced time available 

for meaningful instruction by 100 hours per school year. 

A two-way ANOVA was performed comparing the main effect between the 

AIMS tested grades (M = 9.5 ̂  = 3.22) and the AIMS nontested grades (M = 7.11 ^ = 

3.18), the main effect for Title I schools (M = 8.17 SD = 3.70) and non Title I schools (M 

= 8.10 SD = 3.21), and the interaction effect. All assimiptions of the F test were inspected 

and met. The items included in the analysis of this construct are listed in Table 9. The 

results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 10. Figure 6 illustrates the mean response 

for each grade level in the analysis. 
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Table 9 

Means and Standard Deviations for I Inintended Negative Consequences Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 
Item 

M SD n M SD n M SD n 
Q37. The AIMS test has 2.37 1.27 65 
caused me to make negative 
changes to my math 
curriculum. 

Q47. The AIMS test has 2.55 1.23 65 
caused me to make negative 
changes to my language arts 
curriculum. 

Q49. The time spent on test 4.56 1.34 64 
preparation takes away from 
meaningful instruction. 

1.92 1.05 87 2.11 1.17 152 

1.90 1.09 87 2.18 1.19 152 

3.30 1.97 87 3.83 1.84 151 

Total Negative 9.50 3.22 64 7.11 3.18 87 8.13 3.40 151 
Consequences 
Note. Coefficient Alpha = .70 

Results of the analysis revealed a statistically significant main effect between the 

means of the tested and nontested grades, F (1, 147) = 23.31, p < .05. Cohen's d indicated 

an effect size of .75. The mean difference, as indicated by the effect size measure, 

reflected a large difference between the two means. 

Results of the analysis did not reveal a statistically significant main effect 

between the means of the Title I schools, F (1, 147) = .978, g > .05. Cohen's d indicated 

an effect size of .02. The differences between the two means did not reflect any statistical 

or practical significance as indicated by both measures. 

The analysis also failed to detect a statistically significant interaction effect, F (1, 

147) = 2.37, p>.05. 
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Table 10 

Analysis of Variance for Unintended Consequences Variable 

Source df MS F n! 
Grade 237.24 1 237.24 23.31* .14 

Title I 9.95 1 9.95 .978 .006 

Interaction 24.15 1 24.15 2.37 .01 

Error 1495.95 147 10.18 

Total 1734.61 150 

*p<.001 
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Figure 6. Unintended Negative Consequences. 

Test Preparation 

The test preparation factor was included in the analysis to examine the extent to 

which teachers in the tested and nontested grades were provided with materials to prepare 
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students for the AIMS test. The analysis also examined the difference between Title I and 

non-Title I schools. 

A two-way ANOVA was performed comparing tlx main effect between the 

AIMS tested grades (M = 12.52 ̂  = 3.17) and the AIMS nontested grades (M = 8.49 

SD = 3.85), the main effect for Title I (M = 9.38 SD = 4.14) and non-Title I schools (M = 

10.80 SD = 3.97), and the interaction effect. All assumptions for the F test were 

examined and met. The items included in the analysis of this construct are listed in Table 

11. Results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 12. Figure 7 illustrates the mean 

response for each grade level in the analysis. 

Table 11 

Means and Standard Deviations for Test Preparation Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 

M SD n 
2.80 1.93 85 

M SD n 
3.70 1.94 149 Q4. I use test preparation 4.91 1.15 64 

materials to prepare my 
students for the AIMS test. 

Q35.1 have the materials 3.72 1.35 65 
needed to make curricular 
changes so that students will 
perform well on the AIMS 
test. 

2.67 1.59 84 3.13 1.58 149 

Q46.1 have the necessary 3.8 1.42 64 
curriculum materials to 
prepare my students for the 
AIMS test. 

3.08 1.60 86 3.42 1.57 150 

Total Test Preparation Score 12.5 3.17 64 8.49 3.85 82 10.3 4.08 146 

Note. Coefficient Alpha = .72 
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Results of the analysis revealed a statistically significant main effect between the 

means of the tested and nontested grades F (1,142) = 40.25, g < .05. Cohen's d indicated 

an effect size of 1.15. The mean difference, as indicated by the effect size measure, 

reflected an unusually large difference between the two means. 

Results of the analysis did not reveal a statistically significant main effect 

comparing the means between Title I and non-Title I schools, F (1, 142) = 2.76, g > .05. 

Cohen's d indicated an effect size of .35. The differences between the two means 

indicated a small to medium effect. Despite the finding of a non-significant result, 

attention should be paid to the difference between these two means. 

The analysis failed to detect a statistically significant interaction effect, F (1, 142) 

= .002, E > 05. 

Table 12 

Analysis of Variance for Test Preparation Variable 

Source df MS F il! 
Grade 509.25 1 509.25 40.25* .21 
Title I 34.86 1 34.86 2.76 .01 
Interaction .021 1 .021 .002 .000009 
Error 1796.80 142 12.65 
Total 2415.62 145 
» p < .001 
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Figure 7. Test preparation factor means by grade level. 

School Reform 

The AIMS test as described by the AIMS Criticisms document (ADE, 2001a) had 

the intended purpose of raising the quality of education in Arizona. Therefore, the items 

within this construct intended to measure any substantive change to the curriculum or 

student achievement that may be attributable to the AIMS test. These items differed from 

the items within the OTL construct in that they did not conform to one of the three formal 

definitions of OTL adopted by Wang (1998) for this analysis. 

A two-way ANOVA was performed comparing the main effect among Grades 1 

(M = 11.33 SD = 5.11), 2 (M = 11-61 SD = 6.48), 3 (M = 15.83 SD = 4.64), 4 (M = 14.71 

SD = 5.27), and 5 (M = 13.67 SD = 4.79), the main effect between Title I (M = 13.11 SD 

= 5.29) and non-Title I schools (M = 14.03 SD = 5.63); and the interaction effect. The 

actual grade level was used in the analysis to pinpoint grade levels reporting more or less 

impact. Tukey's test was used for post-hoc comparison (Kirk, 1995). All assumptions for 
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the F test were examined and met with the exception of homogeneity. The F test is robust 

to the violation of homogeneity (Jaccard & Becker, 1997). 

The items included in the analysis of this construct are listed in Table 13. Table 

14 presents the results of the ANOVA. Figure 8 illustrates the mean response for each 

grade level in the analysis. 

Table 13 

Means and Standard Deviations for School Reform Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 
Item 

M SD n M SD n M SD n 
Q15. The AIMS test has 2.69 1.20 65 
caused achievement to 
increase overall in my school 

Q21. The AIMS test has 3.35 1.24 65 
caused me to make positive 
changes to my language aits 
curriculum. 

2.53 1.45 83 2.60 1.34 148 

2.51 1.49 86 2.87 1.4 151 

Q30. The AIMS test has 3.29 1.38 65 2.48 1.53 87 2.83 1.52 152 
caused me to make positive 
changes to my math 
curriculum. 

Q44.1 am more familiar with 3.23 1.31 64 2.87 1.59 87 3.03 1.48 151 
the Arizona Content 
Standards now that high-
stakes are associated with the 
AIMS test. 

Q48. The AIMS test has 2.63 1.05 65 2.18 1.28 83 2.38 1.20 148 
caused achievement to 
increase overall in my 
classroom. 

Total Reform Score 15.2 4.72 64 IM 5.81 79 13.7 5.50 143 

Note. Coefficient Alpha = .84 
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Results of the analysis comparing the main effect among each grade level were 

found to be statistically significant, F (4, 133) = 4.02, g. -05. Post-hoc results indicated 

the means for first grade and for second grade were significantly less than the third grade 

mean. The third, fourth, and fifth grade means did not differ significantly. 

Results of the analysis did not reveal that the main effect between Title I schools 

were statistically significant, F (1, 133) = .526, g > .05. Cohen's d indicated an effect size 

of .17. The effect size was small yet noticeable. 

The analysis failed to detect an interaction effect, F (4, 133) = 1.032, g > 05. 

Table 14 

Analysis of Variance for School Reform Variable 

Source SS MS F n! 
Grade 447.67 4 111.92 4.02* .10 

Title I 14.66 1 14.66 .526 .003 

Grade * Title 115.01 4 28.75 1.032 .03 

Error 3705.10 133 27.86 

Total 4295.56 142 

»E<.001 
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Figure 8. School reform. 

Opportunity to Leam 

The analysis of this construct answered the primary research question under 

investigation for this research study. It sought to determine whether the AIMS test has 

had equal curricular impact in the tested and the nontested grades. The supporting 

rationale for this analysis assumed that if the AIMS test was designed to raise the quality 

of education and expand learning opportunities in the State of Arizona (ADE, 2001a) 

then these positive changes should be equally shared among all grade levels, not just the 

tested grades. 

A two-factor ANOVA was used to analyze the main effect among Grades 1 (M = 

29.96 ̂  = 13.22), 2 (M = 30.82 SD = 17.07), 3 (M = 45.36 SD = 9.22), 4 (M = 41.24 
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SD = 12.64), and 5 (42.0 SD = 8.0); the main effect between Title I (M = 35.97 SD = 

14.66) and non Title I schools (M = 39.38 SD = 12.76); and the interaction effect. All 

assumptions for the F test were examined and met with the exception of homogeneity. 

Therefore, the Dunn-Sidak multiple comparison procedure with Welch degrees of 

freedom (Kirk, 1995) was selected to examine the primary research hypothesis. To 

further analyze the data the Tukey-Kramer procedure was selected to perform the post-

hoc analysis (Kirk, 1995). 

The items included in the analysis of this construct are listed in Table 15. Table 

16 presents the results of the ANOVA. Figure 9 illustrates the mean response for each 

grade level in the analysis. 

Table 15 

Means and Standard Deviations for Opportunity to Leam Variable 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 

M SD n M SD n 
Q18.1 cover material that I 3.31 1.38 65 
noraially would not because 
students are tested on it. 

2.98 1.64 87 3.12 1.54 152 

Q25. The AIMS test guides 3.49 1.28 65 
the content I teach. 

2.41 1.55 85 2.88 1.53 150 

Q26.1 spend more time on 2.88 1.18 65 
language arts in my 
classroom as a result of the 
AIMS test 

2.07 1.39 88 2.41 1.36 153 

Q27. Most of the content I 
teach is covered on the AIMS 
test. 

4.33 1.10 64 3.35 1.72 86 3.77 1.56 150 

(table continues) 
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Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 

M SD n M SD n M SD n 
Q28. There is a strong 
connection between what I 
teach and what is tested on 
AIMS. 

4.25 1.13 65 3.06 1.68 85 3.57 1.58 150 

Q31.1 have changed the 
content I teach in my 
classroom to better reflect the 
content standards because of 
the AIMS test. 

3.31 1.36 64 2.49 1.49 86 2.84 1.48 150 

Q32.1 devote more 
instructional time to the 
content standards now that 
the AIMS test has been 
implemented. 

2.91 1.09 65 2.48 1.52 87 2.66 1.37 152 

Q34.1 spend more time on 
math instruction in my 
classroom as a result of the 
AIMS test. 

2.95 1.34 64 2.38 1.41 85 2.63 1.40 150 

Q39.1 provide intense 
instruction on the concepts 
covered on the AIMS test. 

3.72 1.07 65 2.44 1.51 86 3.00 1.48 151 

Q40.1 mainly teach the 
standards covered on the 
AIMS test. 

3.70 1.18 64 2.80 1.61 87 3.19 1.51 151 

Q42.1 en^hasize more of the 
content standards than I did 
prior to the AIMS test. 

2.83 1.22 65 2.34 1.35 87 2.55 1.31 152 

Q43.1 emphasize higher 
quality content than I did 
prior to the AIMS test. 

2.54 1.08 65 2.17 1.26 87 2.33 1.19 152 

Q4S. I am more selective 
about which topics I choose 
to teach because of the AIMS 
test. 

3.16 1.30 64 2.51 1.48 87 2.78 1.44 151 

Total OTL Score 43.5 8.66 63 33.7 15.2 81 38.0 13.6 144 

Note. Coefficient Alpha = .92 
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Results of the F test revealed statistically significant differences for the main 

effect of grade level, F (4, 134) = 9.996, e < .05, but a significant difference did not exist 

for the main effect of Title I status, F (1, 134) = 2.041, q. > -05. The interaction between 

grade level and Title I status was not found to be statistically significant, F (4, 134) = 

1.805,e>.05. 

Table 16 

Analysis of Variance for OTL Variable 

Source SS df MS F n! 
Grade 5833.469 4 1458.367 9.996* .22 

Planned T 3300.91 1 3300.91 .12 

Title I 297.714 1 297.714 2.041 .01 

Interaction 1053.532 4 263.383 1.805 .04 

Error 19549.705 134 145.893 

Total 26482.993 143 

* p < .001 

Results of the Dunn-Sidak with Welch degrees of fi-eedom test revealed that the 

tested grades did differ significantly than the nontested grades tPS (33) = 4.79, p < .05. 

Results of the post-hoc analysis revealed that the first grade mean was 

significantly less than the means for Grades 3, 4, and 5. The second grade mean was also 

significantly less than the means for Grades 3, 4, and 5. The means among third grade, 

fourth grade, and fifth grade did not differ significantly. 
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Figure 9. Opportunity to leam. 

Individual Item Level Analyses 

The remaining items were originally developed to contribute to a particular 

construct as defined in the original table of specifications for the AIMS Questionnaire. 

The exploratory factor analysis and reliability analyses revealed that these items did not 

load as expected, reduced the reliability coefficient when included in the analysis, or did 

not contribute meaningfully to one of the above constructs on the AIMS Questionnaire. 

They were, however, of specific research interest and were therefore retained and 

analyzed at the item level. 

For each item analyzed, an independent samples t test was performed comparing 

the mean differences between the AIMS tested grades and the AIMS nontested grades. 

Assumptions for the t test were examined for each item. All assumptions were met with 

the exception of homogeneity of variance for Items 10 and 17. The t test is robust to this 
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violation (Jaccard & Becker, 1997). The means and standard deviations are presented in 

Table 17. These items did not constitute a unitary construct. The table only served as a 

data presentation method. 

Table 17 

Means and Standard Deviations for Additional Item Level Analyses 

Tested Grade Nontested Grade Overall 
Item 

M ^ n  M ^ n  M  S D  n  
Ql. I am familiar with the 4.80 1.13 65 4.66 1.13 88 4.72 1.13 153 
purpose of the AIMS test. 

QIO. The AIMS test is 4.17 1.53 65 3.42 1.92 85 3.75 1.80 150 
stressful to me. 

Q17.1 feel an increased 3.26 1.40 65 3.02 1.64 88 3.12 1.54 153 
sense of motivation to teach 
the Arizona Content 
Standards because of the 
AIMS test. 

Results of the analysis between the AIMS tested and nontested grades revealed 

that the means between the two groups did not differ significantly for Item l,t(151) = -

.760, p > .05, two-tailed. Cohen's d indicated an effect size of .12. 

Results of the analysis between the AIMS tested and nontested grades revealed 

that the means between the two groups did differ significantly for Item 10, t (148) = -

2.567, p < .05, two-tailed. Cohen's d indicated an effect size of .44. 

Results of the analysis between the AIMS tested and nontested grades revealed 

that the means between the two groups did not differ significantly for Item 17, t (151) = -

.948,2 > .05, two-tailed. Cohen's d indicated an effect size of .16. 
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It was of particular interest to examine the descriptive statistics for Items 1 and 

23. Item 1 purported to measure the level of familiarity with the intended purpose of the 

AIMS test (M = 4.72 ^ =1.13). Item 23 (M= 2.65 SD = 1.47) was the stated purpose of 

the AIMS test as described in the AIMS Criticisms dociunentation published by the ADE 

(ADE, 2001a). 

Exploratory Data Analysis 

To explore the relationship among the independent variables collected within this 

data set and the dependent variable (OTL) multiple regression analysis was considered. 

Many authors have discussed the use of stepwise regression as a method to explore data 

when a specific theory is lacking (Licht, 1998; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; Tabachnick 

& Fidell, 1983). However, this method was rejected as it only selects variables based on 

their empirical relationship with the dependent variable disregarding any theoretical 

rationale and artificial significance levels due to sample size. 

One of the most important considerations for multiple regression analysis is the 

inclusion of predictor variables. Significant consideration was given to which variables 

should be included in the model. Examination of the zero order correlations in Table 2 

indicated a high degree of multicollinearity shared among many of the variables. 

However, "How high is too high?" is an unanswered statistical and theoretical question. 

Given the problems of shared variance among many of the variables of interest, multiple 

regression analysis was not performed. 
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However, a practical standard for variable examination was used for this section 

of the analysis. Cohen (1992) considered .10, .30, and .50 to represent small, medium, 

and large effects, respectively. Using Cohen's designated effect size values, the strength 

of the relationship between OTL, the instructional change variable, and four other 

variables believed to lead to instructional change were examined. 

The variables that are believed to increase instructional change and were 

behaviors that could be facilitated by educational leaders were examined. They included 

understanding of test results, use of test results, test preparation, and curriculum 

leadership. Understanding of test results, use of test results, and test preparation all 

contained a positive linear relationship with the OTL variable. However, examination of 

curriculum leadership and OTL did not indicate that the relationship is linear. The 

bivariate correlations with the OTL variable are presented in Table 18. 

Table 18 

Bivariate Correlations of Leadership Variables with OTL 

1 2 3 4 5 
1. Opportimity to leam 1.0 

2. Curriculum leadership .14 1.0 

3. Use of test results .65 .36 1.0 

4. Understanding of test results .59 .26 .53 1.0 

5. Test preparation .55 .33 .52 .57 1.0 

The presentation of the correlations was not intended to infer causality. The data 

did allow for exploration of the relationships existing among the variables and 

instructional change. The data did not permit for conclusions to be made regarding 
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curriculum aligmnent. However, it was indicated that its relationship is very small with 

the OTL variable. 

The test preparation construct indicated a strong relationship with the OTL 

variable. The relationship suggested that providing teachers with curricular materids may 

lead to higher levels of instructional change. 

The largest correlation with the OTL construct was the use of test results. The 

strong relationship between these constructs suggested that higher levels of diagnostic 

use of the test results for instructional planning might lead to higher levels of 

instructional change. Additionally, the correlation between the use of test results and 

understanding of test results, r (139) = .52, was consistent with the belief that use of test 

results is contingent upon a high level of understanding. 

Analysis of Trends 

The data presented in the mean plots revealed apparent nonlinear trends. Changes 

in the dependent variable appeared to be influenced by changes in the independent 

variable for all constructs analyzed. The spikes in the data indicated that different grade 

levels were responding with less change than other grade levels. A statistical trend was 

substantiated for each statistically significant F test presented (Kirk, 1995). The tested 

grades tended to have higher mean responses overall than the nontested grades. The 

support variable was an exception. A trend was also observed within the support 

construct as tested grades indicated lower mean responses. However, the F test for this 

construct was not statistically significant. The nonlinear trends indicated that curricular 
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change was not occurring in a similar fashion among all grade levels as would be 

expected if the positive consequences were shared among all grade levels. The nonlinear 

trend in the data indicated that the tested grades were responding to the AIMS test 

differently than the AIMS nontested grades. Although not always substantiated 

statistically, third grade teachers appeared to provide higher mean responses to the 

constructs. 

Concluding Remarks 

The results of the reliability and validity study on the AIMS Questionnaire 

provided theoretical and empirical evidence to support its appropriateness. Additionally, 

analysis of the results based on the data obtained from the questionnaire provided fiirther 

evidence of the appropriateness of the scale. 

The analyses presented in this chapter did not attempt to discuss in detail the 

results of each statistical test performed. The numerous statistical analyses within this 

chapter have found many practical and significant differences between the AIMS tested 

grades and the AIMS nontested grades. In fact, all tests comparing the means of the 

tested grades and the nontested grades found statistically significant differences with the 

exception of the support and alignment constmcts. 

Perhaps the strongest presentation of the data was indicated in the line graphs 

demonstrating trends of higher mean responses from Grades 3 and 5 in all constructs with 

the exception of the support factor. It was indicated in the line graph of the support factor 

that the tested grades had lower levels of support for the test when compared to the 
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nontested grades. However, the results from this factor did not indicate that the groups 

differed significantly. 

These results, explained in greater detail in Chapter 5, provided sufficient 

evidence to suggest that curricular impacts were not equally shared among all grades, 

only the AIMS tested grades. In addition, the strength of the relationship between 

curriculum leadership and OTL did not indicate practical significance. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 

This chapter summarizes the purpose of the study, describes the empirical 

findings obtained from the research sample, and connects the results to the theoretical 

frameworks presented in Chapter 2. It concludes with a summary of the research findings 

and recommendations for future research and educational policy. 

Review of the Purpose and Hypotheses 

The systemic reform movement caused achievement tests to become an 

increasingly powerful tool used to hold schools accountable for student achievement. 

Tests no longer served simply to monitor the instructional process. Instead, they became 

a barometer of educational quality and a tool for social policy. This increased reliance 

upon tests as a tool for social policy and educational reform placed a great deal of 

importance on the validity of an assessment measure to serve in such a capacity. 

In the State of Arizona the AIMS test was a component of the systemic reform 

movement with the specific and intended purpose of raising the quality of education and 

expanding learning opportunities for all Arizona children. The AIMS test was not 

administered in all grades, only in Grades 3, 5, 8, and high school. The intended purpose 

of the AIMS test as described above provided the primary rationale for this investigation. 

If the test was designed to raise the quality of education and provide expanded learning 
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opportunities for all children in the State of Arizona, then these positive consequences 

should be shared among all grade levels, not just the tested grades. 

Therefore, the primary purpose of this investigation was to provide empirical 

evidence that the actual consequences of the AIMS test were consistent with the intended 

purpose of the test (Messick, 1989). It was also examined to determine its 

appropriateness as an instrument for educational policy and its effectiveness as an 

instrument for school reform. Specifically, the research hypothesis stated that the positive 

consequences resulting from the AIMS test should not differ significantly between the 

AIMS tested grades and the nontested grades in the elementary school. 

The State of Arizona encouraged the use of a backloading curriculum alignment 

process to ensure that the AIMS test would have an impact in all grades, not just the 

tested grades. Therefore, evidence was also collected in addition to the primary research 

hypothesis to examine the association of the curriculum alignment variable with the 

instructional change variables. 

Three major theories guided this research. First, consequential validity (APA, 

1999; Linn, 1993; Messick, 1989), was suggested for test use and development in the 

public policy and validity sections of the Standards for Educational and Psychological 

Tests (APA, 1999). Its purpose was to provide evidence that the actual consequences of 

test use and interpretation are consistent with the intended purpose of the test. It also 

suggested an evaluation of unintended effects of test use and interpretation. 

Second, it was recognized that testing consequences could occur in numerous and 

uncountable dimensions. The Opportunity to Learn (OTL) research was adopted as the 
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theoretical framework defining the domain within which curricular impact may occur. 

The rationale for selection of this construct lay in its coimection with the purpose of the 

test to expand learning opportunities for all Arizona children and a document analysis 

procedure used to identify the purpose of the test. OTL was the legal standard by which 

tests were evaluated for educational appropriateness. It must be demonstrated that 

students have had an adequate opportunity to leam the tested material before they can be 

held accountable for the tested material (Jaeger, 1989; Wang, 1998). 

Third, the Doctrine of Maximal Overlap (Frechtling, 1989), provided a 

framework for evaluating the effects of curriculum leadership. It was presumed that 

overlap with testing material might be accomplished through curriculum alignment 

strategies (Glatthom, 1997; Porter & Smithson, in press; Wraga, 1997). Evidence was 

collected to examine the variance accounted for by alignment. No attempt was made to 

assess the causality of alignment in curricular impact. 

Additional data were collected for exploratory purposes. It was of interest to 

assess the level of understanding of test results, the degree of support for the AIMS test, 

the usefulness of test results for instructional planning, the extent to which teachers report 

having access to needed preparation materials, and any effects of the test on school 

reform. 

Research Design, Sample, and Instrumentation 

The research design selected for the analysis was quasi-experimental in nature 

using the Posttest-Only with comparison group design (Cook & Campbell, 1979). The 
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tested grades served as the experimental group while the nontested grades served as the 

comparison group. 

Only Grades 1 through 5 from one school district were included in the analysis. 

Kindergarten was excluded as this grade does not participate in any form of external 

testing and some schools provided full day kindergarten classes while others did not. Two 

elementary schools in the district contained a sixth grade. This grade was also excluded 

from the analysis as most schools did not contain a sixth grade. 

A survey method was selected for data collection based on the research 

recommendations of Lane et al. (1998), Herman et al. (2001), Pomplun (1997), and 

Chudowsky and Behuniak (1998). The AIMS Questionnaire was developed for this 

analysis. Results from the reliability analysis provided measures of internal consistency 

ranging from the acceptable to high range (.70 to .92). Two methods were selected to 

examine the construct validity of the measure. Both the exploratory factor analysis and 

the multitrait-monomethod approaches provided sufficient validity evidence to support 

the appropriateness of the measure. 

Discussion of the OTL Domain 

The analysis of this construct answered the primary research hypothesis for this 

investigation. The theoretical definition adopted for the OTL construct was provided by 

Wang (1998). The definition included four variables within the construct. They included 

content coverage, content exposure, content emphasis, and quality of instructional 

delivery. The instrument was designed to assess the first three variables. Evidence from 
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the EFA and MMTM suggested that a unitary construct was being measured rather than 

three distinct constructs. The OTL construct analyzed therefore included the first three 

variables as a unitary construct. 

The theoretical rationale for comparing the tested and nontested grades was 

provided by Lane et al. (1998). Lane et al. suggested 

It would be valuable to examine the differences in the nature and extent of the 

consequences of the assessment program for the tested and the nontested grades 

and for tested schools and nontested schools. If the intent of the assessment 

program is to improve student learning for all students regardless of whether they 

are in a tested grade or not, then the positive consequences should be shared 

among students in both tested and nontested grades, (p. 27) 

Because this analysis answered the primary hypothesis, a planned comparison test 

was used to examine the differences between the tested and nontested grades. A two-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. The main effect analyzing the individual 

grade levels was found to be statistically significant, accounting for 22% of the variance, 

while the main effect of Title I status was not found to be statistically significant. The 

interaction between grade level and Title I status was not found to be statistically 

significant. The Tukey-Kramer test was performed as the post-hoc analysis for the 

omnibus test to further analyze the data. The post-hoc analysis revealed that the first 

grade mean was significantly lower than means for Grades 3,4, and 5 but did not differ 

significantly fi-om Grade 2. The Grade 2 mean was significantly lower than Grades 3, 4, 

and 5. The means among Grades 3, 4, and S did not differ significantly. 
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These results provided evidence to suggest that positive curricular consequences 

were not being equally shared between the tested and nontested grades. Further analysis 

revealed that Grade 4 teachers reported having curricular change similar to Grades 3 and 

5. Grades 1 and 2 reported significantly fewer changes to their academic curriculum than 

did Grades 3,4, and 5. 

Further analysis of the items within the construct included Questions 27 and 28. 

The high mean response from the tested grades on both items exceeded tends to agree on 

the survey scale. Both of these questions provided evidence to suggest a higher degree of 

curriculum overlap between the tested content and the taught content in the tested grades. 

Rejection of the primary hypothesis provided sufficient evidence to question the 

consequential validity of the AIMS test to raise the quality of education and expand 

learning opportunities for all Arizona children. If expanded opportunities were 

significantly lower in nontested grades, it was questionable whether the test was 

accomplishing its intended purpose. Therefore, validity evidence was lacking to support 

the intended effect. 

Jaeger (1989) provided an excellent review of the legal siraunary for the 

requirements of a high-stakes test and its influence on student certification. As previously 

mentioned, OTL has become the linchpin connecting the legality of a test and its 

educational legitimacy for a high-stakes purpose. The Debra P. v. Turlington case as cited 

in Jaeger noted "The acquisition of skills is a cumulative process. Students must be 

offered instruction in a rational and orderly sequence which can afford them an 
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opportunity to acquire proficiency through an appropriate developmental process" (p. 

507). 

These research findings were not consistent with the intended purpose of the 

AIMS test or do they support the legal requirements set forth in Debra P. v. Turlington. 

Given the apparent lack of consistent change among all grade levels, the sequential 

developmental process of instruction was lacking. 

Discussion Regarding the Effects of Curriculum Alignment and Test Preparation 

The doctrine of maximal overlap (Frechtling, 1989) stated that higher degrees of 

overlap between the tested curriculum and the taught curriculum will lead to higher 

student achievement results on the assessment. A strategy for accomplishing this task and 

developing an overlapping curriculum with an appropriate developmental scope and 

sequence became known as ciuriculum alignment (Glatthom, 1997; Wraga, 1997). This 

strategy was encouraged by the State of Arizona and by the district under investigation. 

The purpose of this section of the analysis was to provide descriptive information 

regarding the relationship between curriculum alignment and instructional change as 

measured by the OTL construct. It was believed that curriculum articulation was a 

procedure that could be used by educational leaders to facilitate curricular change. The 

test preparation construct was included in the section as both have been considered 

strategies for preparing students for high-stakes assessments (Koretz & Brown, 1998). 

The information presented in this section was not intended to infer causality between 
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alignment and OTL. The strength of the relationship using Cohen's (1992) effect size 

standards was used to describe the relationship. 

The correlation between the curriculum alignment variable and the OTL variable 

was very small (r = .14) indicating that approximately 2% of the variance is shared 

between the two variables. These two variables in this data set were almost completely 

uncorrelated. 

It was interesting to note that the mean response from the tested and nontested 

grades for all items within the alignment construct all exceed tend to agree on the survey 

scale with the exception of Item 36. It was also found that mean responses for all items 

within this construct were higher than most other mean responses on the survey scale. In 

fact, the highest mean response from any item on the questioimaire was Item 6 (M = 4.94 

SD = 1.01), My principal has made curriculum alignment a priority of this school. This 

item also has the smallest variability of any item on the entire AIMS Questionnaire. 

Further inspection of this item for the AIMS tested grades (M = 5.05 SD = .78) revealed 

that the mean response for this item was the highest on the scale for the tested grades 

with the smallest degree of variability. 

The descriptive statistics for Item 6 did permit the researcher to infer that teachers 

believed, with little difference among all grades, that curriculum alignment was a high 

priority of the school principal within this school district and was occurring at the district 

schools with regularity. 

The results of the t test comparing the mean difference between the tested and 

nontested grades did not reveal statistically significant differences. This was a further 
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indication that the entire staff within a school was actively participating in similar levels 

of curriculum alignment. 

The results indicated that schools in the sample were attempting to align their 

curriculum to the content standards as encouraged by the State of Arizona and the school 

district. These results were not very encouraging, however. Given the small relationship 

between the two variables and the similar level of aligimient among the grade levels in 

the sample, it did not appear that the relationship was practically significant either. 

It was possible that although teachers reported participating in high levels of 

curriculum alignment, they perceived the strategy as a constraining top-down hierarchical 

approach to curricular change as described by Wraga (1997). He further argued that top-

down approaches were least likely to lead to curricular change. He believed that 

curriculum alignment conceived the teacher as a technician who delivered the curriculum. 

A comment that was reported on the AIMS Questiormaire suggested that Wraga's theory 

might be consistent with the findings. One second grade teacher suggested "Isn't aligning 

curriculum to the test teaching to the test [sic]. How sad for us as creative teachers—and 

stiflying [sic] for students." 

Inclusion of this comment did not provide sufficient evidence to confirm or 

disqualify any of the quantitative findings. However, the teacher's perspective was 

consistent with the research findings presented in this section. In fact, analysis of this one 

survey indicated high responses to all questions intended to measure curriculum 

alignment on the AIMS Questionnaire. 
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Wraga (1997) concluded that curriculum alignment might be long on political 

expediency and short on educational efficacy. Wraga further argued 

Moreover, curriculum alignment recognizes the exercise of teaching to the test as 

a legitimate educational practice. In effect, curriculum alignment offers 

policymakers and educators an agreeable rationalization for teaching to the test in 

the name of equity and accountability, (p. 7) 

It was conceivable that the top-down approach to curricular design through curriculum 

articulation did not have a positive effect on classroom instruction. Consistent with views 

stemming from organizational theory, such as Ralph Tyler's conception of scientific 

management (Hoy & Miskel, 1996), the top-down, divisionalized form of aligiunent may 

be occurring at high levels within the organization. However, its effects may be nominal. 

The analysis of the test preparation construct revealed statistically significant 

differences between the AIMS tested grades and nontested grades, but not between the 

Title I and non-Title I schools. The effect size measure comparing the mean difference 

between the tested and nontested grades (d = 1.15) revealed an unusually high difference. 

Attention should be paid to the discrepancies reported. If nontested grades were equally 

responsible for the cmnulative development of skills in the instructional process, then 

they should also be provided with materials needed to implement the required curricular 

changes. 
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Discussion Regarding Understanding and Use of Test Results 

The increased reliance on test results to hold schools accoimtable for student 

achievement has become the policymakers cure for the ills of American education 

(Madaus, 1985). The testing movement was consistent with Good's (1996) statement 

following the Educational Summit of National Governors that policy continually included 

the use of simplistic and self-defeating recommendations with little regard for research 

evidence. 

High-stakes testing continued to mitigate harm on students and education as it had 

become the single most prominent reform movement in education (Linn, 2000; Linn & 

Baker, 1992; Popham, 2000). In response to the movement educators were believed to 

have the responsibility to refute and undo this harm (Domenech, 2001; Popham, 2001). 

A response to the testing movement must be predicated on an understanding of 

testing concepts and the appropriate uses of test results. Popham (2000) recommended 

that an intense assessment literacy program must be an integral part of training for 

teachers and administrators alike. He further argued that a staff of educators without a 

fluent understanding of test results represented a liability for any school system. 

The complex nature of test results was not always interpreted appropriately. 

Frechtling (1989) argued that results from CTT such as grade-equivalent scores, 

percentile ranks, and NCE scores were often misused and misunderstood. 

If using and communicating test results were an essential skill for any educator, 

an understanding of the results was necessary. However, the complex nature of the AIMS 

test may prohibit these actions. The AIMS test did not report any test statistics commonly 
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found in standardized test results. Instead it reported the IRT metric only, the scale score. 

Given the complex nature of CTT statistics and the general lack of appropriate use and 

understanding it was believed that the IRT metric would also be misunderstood. 

Resuhs of the statistical analysis revealed statistically significant differences 

between the AIMS tested and nontested grades for the understanding constmct. The 

lower mean response from the nontested grades indicated fewer teachers in nontested 

grades were confident in their understanding of the test results. The results of this portion 

of the analysis also revealed an unusually high effect size between the means of the two 

groups (d = 1.14). The distance separating the mean response of both groups strongly 

suggested disparate exposure and information provided to the nontested grades. 

These results presented a clear indication that teachers in the tested grades were 

exposed to more materials intended to provide an understanding of test results and were 

more confident in their ability to understand the test results. Given the lower mean 

response from the nontested grades and the assumption that a use of the results is 

predicated on an understanding of the test results, it remained questionable whether 

diagnostic use of the test could actually occur in nontested grades. 

Although not causally conclusive, the statement regarding the contingency of use 

on understanding was supported empirically. The correlation between the two constructs 

was r (139) = .52, e < .05, indicating that approximately 27% of the variance is shared 

between the two variables. 

The statistical analysis comparing the use of test results between the tested and 

nontested grades also revealed statistically significant differences. Again, the effect size 
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measure (d = .63) indicated a practically significant difference between the two group 

means. The lower mean response firom the nontested grades indicated that test results 

were used less fi'equently to diagnose and plan areas of instruction. 

The disparate reports fi-om teachers of test imderstanding and test use might be 

causally related to the significantly lower responses of instructional change as measured 

by the OTL variable. If higher levels of diagnostic use of test results are causjilly related 

to higher levels of instructional change, then teachers in the nontested grades should also 

have high levels of experiences designed to use and interpret test results. 

Discussion of the School Reform Construct 

If the AIMS test was designed to change the efforts of classroom teachers then 

evidence of its effects on classroom and schoolwide change should be provided. 

Superintendent Keegan's November 21, 2000 memo described the pressure fi-om the 

AJMS test as leading to a better education for thousands of Arizona children. Inferences 

from this memo indicated that teachers would not implement change without attaching 

high stakes to the test as a motivational factor. 

The analysis of this construct differed in its purpose from the OTL construct. As 

noted in Chapter 4, the OTL and reform constructs tended to converge in both methods 

assessing the validity of the AIMS Questionnaire. The distinction was made between the 

two constructs by reverting to the theoretical definitions of both constructs. The items 

contained within the reform construct did not fit within the OTL definitions adopted for 

this study. Therefore, the construct was analyzed separately. The purpose of this section 
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of the analysis was to examine any beliefs and efforts to substantively change classroom 

and schoolwide achievement resulting from the AIMS test. 

The data were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA to examine the extent of the 

differences existing among the individual grade levels. Title I school, and the interaction. 

Results of the analysis revealed that statistically significant differences did not exist 

among any of the grade levels with the exception of third grade. Third grade teachers 

reported significantly higher levels of reform than teachers in Grades I and 2 only. 

Further, no significant difference existed between Title I schools or for the interaction 

effect. 

Item level descriptive statistics within this construct indicated low overall 

responses from both the tested and nontested grades. Although a statistically significant 

difference existed, indicating lower levels of change in the first grade, the mean response 

to each item within this construct was low. In fact, the items had a high degree of 

variability and did not exceed tend to agree on the survey scale. The data were not 

convincing that teachers in the tested grades attributed substantive change in classroom 

teaching to the AIMS test. 

The results did not appear to be consistent with the expectations of high stakes 

testing proponents. The teacher reported results did not indicate that instructional change 

was a result of pressure from the AIMS test as concluded by Superintendent Keegan. 

Popham's (1987) belief of measurement-driven instruction stated that high-stakes tests 

may serve as instructional magnets—if they tested important skills, they will dramatically 

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of instruction. Evidence was not provided to 
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conclude the AIMS test has served as an instructional magnet, thereby increasing 

classroom and schoolwide achievement. In fact, the item designed to provide evidence of 

direct instructional change within this construct was Item 44. The low mean response (M 

= 3.23 SD =1.31) from the AIMS tested grades and (M = 2.87 ^ = 1.59) from the 

nontested grades did not provide support to suggest that teachers have increased their 

level of familiarity with the content standards as a result of the high stakes associated 

with the test. 

It is recommended that further analyses of school reform efforts seek to determine 

variables that classroom teachers and administrators attribute to positive substantive 

schoolwide change. The evidence suggested by the data collected for this sample has so 

far not provided evidence to suggest that two popular methods of implementing 

instructional change, pressure resulting from high stakes associated with a test and 

curriculum alignment, were variables positively associated with instructional change. 

Discussion Regarding Unintended Consequences of Test Use 

In addition to an evaluation of the intended effects of test use and interpretation 

the Standards (APA, 1999) also recommend an evaluation of the unintended negative 

consequences resulting from test use and interpretation. The data analyzed within the 

construct were not originally hypothesized to form a unitary and distinct construct. 

Results of the EFA and MTMM revealed a distinction among these items from their 

original and intended constructs. Logical argument provided the basis for the 

development of a new construct. 
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The items did not intend to assess whether unintended and negative consequences 

were the result of construct underrepresentation or construct irrelevance as described in 

Standard 1.24 (APA, 1999). Instead, the attempt was to examine the negative reports 

associated with the test as reported by classroom teachers. 

The Standards (APA, 1999) recommended that the extent of unintended 

consequences be examined so that their effects could be minimized. These data were 

exploratory and provided the basis for further investigation into unintended consequences 

associated with testing. It was of particular interest to examine the responses to items 

contained within the unintended negative consequence construct. Two items (37 and 47) 

within the unintended construct measiu-ed the opposite of two items Avithin the reform 

construct (21 and 30). 

Results from the statistical analysis comparing the tested and nontested grades 

and the Title I and non-Title I schools found statistically significant differences between 

the tested and nontested grades, but not between the Title I and non-Title I schools. 

Teachers in the tested grades reported higher levels of negative consequences than the 

nontested grades. Additionally, the effect size measure (d = .75) indicated a large effect 

separating the two groups. 

Item level analysis of the descriptive statistics did not present convincing data of 

negative effects. Although the means between the two groups differed significantly, the 

mean response on Items 37 and 47 were rather low in the tested grades. The low mean 

responses to these two items could be compared to their counterparts in the school reform 

construct. Items 21 and 30. The data did not provide conclusive evidence of either a 
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severe positive or negative effect associated with the AIMS test. Mean responses for 

Items 21 and 30 in the school reform construct were low on the scale for both groups. In 

addition, mean responses for Items 37 (M = 2.37 SD = 1.27) and 47 (M = 2.55 SD = 

1.23) were low. 

Item 49 did provide evidence of a negative effect. This particular item was 

included in the analysis as it added to the theoretical appropriateness of the construct. As 

reported by Smith (1991) teachers reported spending approximately 100 hours on test 

preparation each year. This number did not include hours lost during the actual week of 

testing. The high mean response from both tested (M = 4.56 ^ 1.34) and nontested (M 

= 3.30 SD = 1.97) grades in the analysis indicated evidence to support Smith's 

conclusion. The standard deviation of Item 49 for the nontested grades was the highest 

standard deviation of any item on the AIMS Questioimaire. This indicated a high degree 

of variability in the responses from teachers in Grades I, 2, and 4. This variability 

indicated that the teachers varied tremendously in their beliefs about the negative effects 

of test preparation. Future research should examine the reasons why teachers might 

attribute positive feelings with test preparation. Analyzing the reasons why teachers 

associate positive feelings regarding test preparation should be capitalized upon as a 

possible method to increase instructional change. 

Discussion Regarding the General Level of Support for the AIMS Test 

The purpose of this section of the research was to provide exploratory data 

regarding the general level of support for the AIMS test. Pomplun (1997) concluded that 

teacher attitudes were important in school reform efforts. 
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The correlation between the support construct and both instructional change 

variables, OTL and school reform, were high r (141) = .54, p < .05 and r (140) = .65, p < 

.05, respectively. Although these data were not presented as an assumption of causality, a 

clear linear relationship was evident in the relationship between the support variable and 

the two change variables. The scatterplots are presented in Figures 10 and 11. 
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Figure 11. Reform and support scatterplot. 

Further analysis of the data did not find statistically significant results between the 

AIMS tested grades and the nontested grades or between Title schools. Perhaps the 

strongest analysis of the support construct was in the graphical representations of the data 

presented in the scatterplots above. 

Evidence was provided in concert with other research findings (Koretz et al., 

1996; Lane et al., 1999; Pomplun, 1997) that higher levels of support might be related to 

increased levels of instructional change. 

Two items within the support construct were designed to measure whether 

teachers supported the intended purpose of the AIMS test. Both Items 19 and 23 included 

language taken directly fi*om the AIMS Criticisms document (ADE, 2001a) describing 
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the intended purpose of the test. Although teachers overall reported high levels of 

familiarity with the purpose of the AIMS test as measured by Item 1 on the AIMS 

Questionnaire (M = 4.72 SD = 1.13) it did not appear that the teachers believed AIMS 

expanded learning opportunities (M = 2.68 SD = 1.33) or raised the quality of education 

(M = 2.54 SD = 1.32). 

Item 3 on the scale indicated that teachers in the tested and nontested grades alike 

believed it was important for students in their respective schools to perform well on the 

AIMS test (M = 4.39 SD = 1.32). Although teachers believed it was important for 

students to perform well on the test, they did not report overall that the AIMS test should 

be used as a measure to drive school reform or hold students accoimtable. 

Given the data presented above it would be exciting to assess the predictive power 

associated with higher levels of support for a test on the effects of instructional change. It 

also presents an interesting challenge for educational leadership. If high-stakes tests 

holding schools accountable for student achievement results are implemented, then how 

can educational leaders develop supportive environments to facilitate such an effort? 

Individual Item Analyses 

Three items were analyzed individually. These items were originally intended to 

load with other constructs. However, results of the EFA did not support their inclusion. 

Rather than disregarding the items, they were analyzed at the individual item level with 

test statistics comparing the mean responses. 
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The first item was designed to measure a teacher's level of familiarity with the 

AIMS test. As described in the above section, teachers reported high levels of familiarity 

with the purpose of the test. These items measuring the purpose of the test did not 

indicate that teachers agreed with its purpose. Statistical analysis of Item 1 did not 

indicate statistically significant differences between the tested and nontested grades. 

Item 10 was of particular interest. Statistically significant differences were found 

between the groups indicating higher levels of stress as a result of the AIMS test in the 

tested grades. The relationship between this item, the instructional change variables (OTL 

and reform) and the support variable was carefully examined. A curvilinear relationship 

would have indicated stress levels at a certain point resulted in lowered levels of 

instructional change and support as measured by the data collected in this study. The 

resulting inspection of the scatterplots did not reveal a curvilinear relationship. 

The last item analyzed at the individual level was Item 17. The question intended 

to assess whether teacher motivation to teach the content standards had increased as a 

result of the AIMS test. The tested and nontested grades did not differ significantly. 

Inferences from Superintendent Keegan's November 21, 2000 memo implied that 

educators must succumb to pressure ensuing from test results to provide high-quality 

education to all students. Without such pressure, it was implied that educators lacked the 

motivation to provide all students with an opportunity to leam. Although a significant 

difference did not exist between the two groups the mean response from the AIMS tested 

grades was still low (M = 3.26 SD = 1.40). 
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The correlatioii was examined to assess the linear relationship between Item 17 

and the OTL construct. The correlation was not presented to assimie causality, but rather 

to explore the strength of the relationship. The relationship between the item and the OTL 

construct was high, r (144) = .52, g < .05. However, the distribution of the data in the 

scatterplot did not support an inference of linearity. Lower levels of motivation on the 

scale were found to have equally high levels of instructional change on the OTL scale. 

The correlation in this case appeared to have been influenced by the outliers rather than 

representing a valid linear relationship. 

Differences Between Title I and Non-Title I Schools 

The data presented in Chapter 4 comparing mean differences between Title I and 

non-Title I schools were exploratory attempting to determine any significant 

discrepancies that might exist among the schools. It was encouraging to find that Title I 

schools did not report significantly lower levels of support for the AIMS test, 

significantly higher negative consequences than the non-Title I schools, or significantly 

lower levels of instructional change. 

Attention should be paid to the discrepancy existing between Title I and non-Title 

I schools in the area of test preparation. Title I schools reported that they were provided 

with fewer curriculum materials to prepare their students for the AIMS test and to make 

required instructional changes. These data should be further explored. 
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Summary of the Research Findings 

Testing in American society has become the leading method of educational 

reform. Reformers have imposed tests with the specific intention of changing classroom 

instruction (Shepard & Dougherty, 1991). This research intended to collect evidence that 

the consequences of the AIMS test were consistent with the intended purpose of the test. 

The conclusions based on the analysis of the data firom the research sample have not 

supported the intentions of educational reformers in the State of Arizona. 

The primary research hypothesis rested on the assumption that curricular change 

should be occurring in all grade levels not only the tested grades. Evidence fi-om this 

research suggested that change in the tested grades was occurring at significantly higher 

levels than in the nontested grades. 

The OTL construct was selected to define the domain within which curricular 

change might occur for two reasons. The primary reason was that OTL was the legal 

linchpin connecting the legality of a test with its appropriateness. Further, OTL was 

widely viewed by educational researchers as the most powerfixl predictor of student 

achievement (Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Herman et al., 2001; Wang, 1998). 

Evidence collected did not suggest that learning opportunities were expanded for 

all children in the State of Arizona as proposed by the ADE. Greater learning 

opportunities were being afforded to students in tested grades with little change occurring 

in Grades 1 and 2. 

The second instructional change variable examined any substantive changes 

occurring as a result of the AIMS test. Superintendent Keegan (November 21, 2000) 
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believed that the pressure from the AIMS test had led to increased student achievement in 

Arizona schools. Evidence collected did not support this belief. The high stakes 

associated with the AIMS test have not had a large influence on the classroom teacher. 

The results of this analysis also revealed that consequences of the AIMS test were 

inconsistent with the Debra P. v. Turlington (1981) requirements. The court ruled that 

curriculiun must be delivered in a cumulative and appropriate developmental process. 

The disparate instructional changes occurring within the schools did not suggest 

conformity with the court's expectation. 

The curriculum alignment variable also appeared to have little influence on the 

changes occurring within schools. Although teachers reported high levels of curriculum 

alignment its relationship with the two instructional change variables was nominal. It is 

believed that teachers in the sample viewed curriculum alignment as a technocratic 

process limiting their autonomy and creativity. These findings were consistent with 

Combleth's (1990) and Wraga's (1997) perspectives of the technocratic curriculum. It 

was conceivable from the data that teachers felt less empowered by the curriculum 

alignment process. Educational leaders should be cautious in using the backloading 

alignment process as it mirrored the scientific management movement so rigorously 

opposed by progressive leaders in organizational theory (Bolman & Deal, 1997; Hoy & 

Miskel, 1996). 

Based on the discouraging results collected, it is recommended that future 

research be conducted to determine the effects of curriculiun alignment on teacher 

attitudes and its actual effects on changes in the classroom. 
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In an era of systemic reform where tests are used as a barometer of educational 

quality and as tools for educational and social policy, it is every educator's responsibility 

to understand test results and to use them in appropriate and valid ways. The nature of the 

AIMS test development using IRT and only reporting the scale score metric when 

classical statistics are already misused may lead to more confusion and misunderstanding. 

The data collected from this sample suggested that teachers in tested grades reported 

being more confident in their ability to understand the test results and were more often 

provided with information to help them decipher the results. The assumption of 

diagnostic use and instructional planning was predicated on teachers having a high level 

of understanding of the test results. It was then questionable how instructional diagnostic 

work and planning could occur when teachers in nontested grade were not provided with 

adequate information regarding the results of the test and an ability to decipher the 

results. 

The results of this analysis suggested a new research question. How much 

knowledge must teachers have regarding CTT and IRT metrics before curricular change 

occurs? Further, is use of test results predicated solely on high levels of understanding? 

Or, do other factors influence the diagnostic and instructional planning process? 

The negative effects of the AIMS test did not appear to have a severe disruptive 

or negative influence on math or language arts curriculum with the exception of 

instructional time. The findings were consistent with those of the other researchers 

(Shepard & Dougherty, 1991; Smith, 1991) that valuable instructional time given to test 

preparation was viewed negatively by teachers. Wide variability in the responses 
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indicated that some teachers in both tested and nontested grades did not view test 

preparation as negative. Future research should examine teacher attitudes regarding the 

positive impacts of test preparation and its effects on classroom time and instruction. 

How can the negative effects of test preparation be minimized so that valuable 

instructional time can be maximized? 

The negative outcomes of the AIMS test were studied at a surface level. Extensive 

studies should be conducted to assess negative outcomes resulting from construct 

underrepresentation and construct irrelevance. 

The last major construct analyzed examined a teacher's level of support for the 

AIMS test and its relationship with the instructional change variables. The data presented 

a large and linear relationship between the variables. The inference drawn cannot be 

causally conclusive that higher levels of support lead to higher levels of instructional 

change. The data do allow for leadership implications and questions for future research. 

Certainly, fostering a supportive environment to encourage instructional change is an 

important role of the educational leader. Researchers should examine what variables are 

causally related to higher levels of teacher support for the AIMS test thereby leading to 

higher levels of instructional change. Although the data on curriculum alignment did not 

suggest a positive linear relationship with instructional change, aspects of the construct 

should be inspected for any positive aspects associated with the alignment efforts. 
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Recommendations for Educational Policy 

The widely held belief that American schools were failing and in need of 

significant reform had become the cornerstone for educational policymaking in the 

United States. Testing instruments had become the engine of the educational reform 

movement in recent decades by attaching high stakes such as graduation, retention, merit 

pay, or reconstitution to the results of the assessment (Darling-Hammond, 1994; Linn & 

Baker, 1992; Linn, 1993; Madaus, 1985). They brought the promise of higher student 

achievement results and accountability and the presupposition to cure the ills of 

American education (Madaus, 1985). 

Implementation of high-stakes educational testing had become popular for a 

number of reasons. Primarily, they were inexpensive when compared to meaningful 

change efforts, they could be extemally mandated, they could be quickly implemented, 

and the results were visible to the public (Linn, 2000). The high stakes associated with 

the test results then became motives to hold students and educators accountable to 

achieve the high standards proposed. 

The increased reliance on a test as an instrument of reform must be accompanied 

with evidence to support the intended effects of the test. Evidence should also be 

collected to demonstrate that test use and interpretation from the intended purpose do not 

produce unintended negative outcomes. 

Some evidence was collected in this investigation suggesting that some positive 

educational change was occurring in the tested grades without producing unintended 

negative outcomes. The results of the analysis did not conclude that the actual 
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consequences of the test were consistent with the intended purpose of the test, thereby 

lacking validity evidence to support the intended purpose of the test. 

Based on the results of this study the use of educational assessments as tools for 

social policy and as indicators of educational quality as the single measure is not 

recommended. The host of problems associated with educational assessments is 

described briefly. The concluding recommendation is to combine the use of a randomized 

testing model and other critical indicators of educational quality to determine school and 

student effectiveness. 

The results of this analysis may lead one to suggest testing for all grades rather 

than only Grades 3 and 5 in the elementary school. One may infer incorrectly that 

changes in the nontested grades would become replicated if all grades participated in 

some form of accountability testing such as AIMS. 

It is not suggested that more testing occur in other grades as a knee jerk reaction 

to the above claims as a single measure of educational quality. This type of reactionary 

policymaking mirrors Good's (1996) conclusion that most educational policy is based on 

simplistic solutions lacking reference to educational research. 

The primary rationale opposing support for test results as an indicator of 

educational quality is the possible alternative explanations for increased gains that may 

not be attributable or commensurate with student learning. Both Koretz and Barron 

(1998) and Linn (2000) reported inflated achievement gains on the KIRIS and the Florida 

Competency Test that were not commensurate with actual student learning. The increased 

gains on an assessment may be attributable to coaching, cheating, test-wiseness, or other 
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non-school factors contributing to increased test score gain rather than actual increases in 

student achievement. 

Additional opposition against the use of high-stakes tests to ensure educational 

accountability is the overall concept of validity; it is not an all or none property—it is a 

matter of degree (Messick, 1989; Nitko, 1996). Validity lies in the uses and 

interpretations from the test score data. Although some empirical evidence regarding the 

validity evidence of test scores for an intended purpose may be provided by test 

developers, it must be recognized by policymakers and practitioners that these results 

caimot provide a full explanation of the learning environments afforded to children. Any 

use or interpretation resulting from the test can only explain some of a students 

experiences and education. The results cannot account for or explain all educational 

experiences afforded to a student or actual student achievement. 

Further opposition to testing as the single indicator of educational quality 

recognizes the unintended negative outcomes that may be associated with test use and 

interpretation. Test developers and policymakers have the responsibility to use test 

information only for the intended purpose. Any deviation from the intended purpose may 

result in improper test use and lack validity evidence to support any interpretations from 

the results. 

The concern of serious negative consequences resulting from improper test use 

and interpretation became clearly evident on May 20, 2001 in a New York Times article 

on testing (New York Times, 2001). The article reported that 47,000 Minnesota student 

tests were scored incorrectly. A scoring error in New York mistakenly sent 9,000 
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students to summer school. The same testing company produced a flawed answer key that 

lowered 12,000 student test scores in the State of Arizona. 

Unintended negative consequences can occur in numerous ways, many of which 

are unpredictable. Single reliance on an assessment, which is always an imperfect 

measure of actual student achievement, results in irresponsible educational policymaking 

and improper assumptions regarding educational effectiveness and student achievement. 

Another concem opposing the use of a single high-stakes test for the purposes of 

accountability surrounds the question of mastery. Standard setting procedures generally 

used do not produce defensible cut points. Further, there is no agreement regarding which 

of the numerous procedures produce the best results (Jaeger, 1989). Glass (1978) stated 

'To my knowledge, every attempt to derive a criterion score is either blatantly arbitrary 

or derives from a set of arbitrary premises" (p. 258). The standard setting procedures used 

in test development are fallible and cannot consistently produce reliable results that can 

accurately determine the extent of an acceptable learning standard. 

A final opposition to the use of testing as a policy method for educational 

accountability is demonstrated in the inability of the current educational system to 

provide adequate learning opportunities for all children. Prior to the implementation of an 

assessment to hold students accountable, sufficient evidence must exist that all children 

have been afforded equal learning opportunities. It is a fallacy to believe that high 

academic standards are synonymous with common learning standards for all children. 

Furthermore, whose standards should be included in the local curriculum (Linn, 2000; 

Sabers & Sabers, 1996)? 
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Despite the opposition to testing described above refuting the instructional and 

curricular benefits of testing would be equally irresponsible. Assessment instruments can 

provide valuable educational information when combined with other indicators of 

educational quality to support the inferences regarding achievement and educational 

quality. Clearly some evidence was suggested that the AIMS test had resulted in some 

change in the tested grades. Therefore, it is not recommended that the AIMS test be 

completely discarded as ineffective. It is recommended that policymakers rethink the uses 

and interpretations resulting from the test. The following recommendations describe how 

the use of an assessment combined with other critical indicators of educational quality 

might be used to determine school and student effectiveness. 

As demonstrated in the data presented, curricular change has occurred in the 

tested grades. The results also substantiated that a trend existed among the different levels 

of the independent variable for many of the constructs analyzed. If the curricular and 

instructional impact should occur in equal fashion among all grade levels as proposed by 

the research hypothesis for this study, then it is that arguable that a trend should not exist 

in the data. Instead of the means increasing and decreasing at each different level of the 

independent variable, which indicated that some grade levels were not changing or 

changing less than the tested grades in response to the AIMS test, the absence of this 

pattern should be apparent in the data. 

Effectiveness of the AIMS test as an instrument of school reform and to expand 

learning opportunities would be apparent if each grade level indicated mean responses 

that were significantly higher than zero (no change) with differences in the data among 
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all grade levels resulting only from error. Figure 12 demonstrates how this theory might 

appear in the data. 

Theoretical Effectiveness of an Assessment 

Trend 
No Trend 

First Second Third Fourth Fifth 

Grade Level 

Figure 12. Theoretical effectiveness of an assessment instrument as a 
school reform instrument. 

Effectiveness of an assessment as an instrument of reform would be substantiated 

if all grade levels were responding in equal fashion. The line indicating a trend shows the 

actual data from the OTL construct presented in Chapter 4. The line indicating the 

absence of a trend might provide evidence that all grade levels are responding in equal 

fashion to the assessment. In essence, this is a test of the null hypothesis that there are no 

differences among the means. School reform attributable to the assessment would be 

substantiated if the means were significantly higher than zero (no change) and each level 

of the independent variable, or grade level, did not significantly differ from each other. 

Predicted Pattern Testing (PPT) could be used to provide empirical support for 

consequential analyses of assessments that have the intended purpose of affecting 
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classroom instruction. The use of this empirical model in a researcher's repertoire would 

provide a powerful statistical approach that examines the systemic effectiveness of high-

stakes assessments and its impact on classroom instruction, curriculum, accountability, or 

student learning (see Levin and Neumann 1999). 

A researcher would begin a consequential study predicting differences in the data 

for the tested grades. The use of a predicted pattem expecting different responses to 

testing from a comparison or control group design is congruent with Messick's (1989) 

and Lane et al.'s (1998) suggestions to examine the differences between tested and 

nontested grades. The researcher might specify a linear, quadratic, cubic, or k"' order 

pattem with spikes in the data appearing in the tested grades. This predicted pattem 

would indicate a priori that tested grades respond differently to an assessment than 

nontested grades. 

Figure 13 illustrates how an a priori predicted pattem might be used to study the 

effects of the AIMS test in Arizona elementary schools. The specific values for the mean 

responses in Figure 13 are arbitrary. The hypothetical cubic pattem reveals greater 

change in the tested grades when compared to the nontested grades. Statistical 

confirmation of this pattem would suggest that the tested grades were responding to the 

test more than the nontested grades, indicating weak support for the AIMS test (or any 

assessment) as an instrument of school reform for all children. Stronger support for the 

predicted model would be substantiated if tests for departures from the model, based on 

adequate sample size, were not statistically significant. 
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Predicted Pattern 

Predicted 
Pattern 

Figure 13. Hypothetical predicted pattern for the AIMS test. 

In order for an assessment to be efTective as an instrument of educational change 

as presented in Figure 12 and to encourage instructional change in all grades, 

policymakers might consider randomly testing each grade level in a school each year. 

The random selection of a new grade level each year along with a new test each year 

might ensure that all grade levels were held accountable for instructional change rather 

than benchmarking the same grade levels each year. Furthermore, the use of a new 

assessment for each administration would avoid artificially inflated test gains that cannot 

be attributed to student learning. 

The development of any high-stakes test should be preceded by the development 

of the expected student competencies. The test should then be congruent with the taught 

curriculum. This concept, although logically proposed, is not easily achieved. Wraga's 
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(1997) two conceptions of curriculum alignment suggested that the backloading 

procedure worked backwards from the test, thereby making the test the curriculum. 

Instead, the frontloading procedure should be the primary method used to develop 

educational assessments. The test could then be specifically designed to assess the 

content already implemented in the classroom. 

If high-stakes tests are to be used to assess student achievement, a new and 

equated form of the test should be created each year. This solution could possibly 

counterbalance the effects of inflated test scores due to test-wiseness or coaching and 

limit teaching to the test. Using modem test development procedures, such as IRT, test 

equating is possible. However, this solution is not inexpensive and without significant 

time demands from test developers. 

The use of a high-stakes test should be supplemented with multiple critical 

indicators of educational success. Due to the many non-school factors that are known to 

influence academic test scores (Nitko, 1989), it is irresponsible to hold students and 

teachers accountable for test results under the presupposition that all children have had 

equal opportunity to leam the content standards. These critical indicators should be 

developed using collaborative efforts with local community leaders, teachers, and 

administrators. 

Greater emphasis should be placed on growth of individual students over time 

rather than comparing schools. Currently, there is no single metric that is universally 

accepted to measure gains or how much of a gain must be achieved before a student has 

demonstrated adequate growth. The benefits of comparing individual student growth over 
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time has the added benefit of controlling for individual differences and allowing for 

differences in starting points (Liim, 1998). 

Caution should be given to the use of controversial regression techniques. These 

value-added techniques have been used to determine effectiveness if a school achieved 

beyond a predicted amount (Frechtling, 1989; Linn, 2000; Webster, 2000; Webster, 

Mendro, Orsak, & Weerasinghe, 1998). 

Last, the use of a test should take the primary role of formative evaluation with 

the specific purpose of providing diagnostic information to the teacher or school 

regarding the effectiveness of student learning or teaching. This conception should be 

viewed as a circular wheel connecting all components of educational effectiveness 

including curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The use of a test for this particular 

purpose is contingent upon its congruency with the taught curriculum. 

Summary of Recommendations for Educational Policy 

• Use a random selection model to encourage instructional change among all grades 

rather than testing the same grades each year. 

• Implement a new form of the test each school year. 

• Combine the results of the assessment with other critical indicators of educational 

success when making high-stakes educational decisions. 

• Use assessment scores as longitudinal measures of individual student achievement 

rather than comparing schools. 
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• Only use tests for the intended purposes where sufficient validity evidence exists to 

support its claims. 

• Encourage a fi'ontloading curriculum alignment process instead of backloading the 

curriculum to the test. 

Concluding Limitations and Recommendations 

The data for this study were collected using survey techniques. Although research 

evidence that survey research is a valid method of data collection has been documented, 

it is not without limitations. Further research may attempt to use document analysis, open 

coding procedures (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), teacher lesson plans, memos, faculty 

meetings, classroom observations, teacher interviews, and classroom instruction to 

evaluate further the learning opportunities afforded to all children. 

Continuous research evaluating the positive and negative consequences associated 

with high-stakes testing should continue to add to the validity and public policy domains 

of educational research. Future educational researchers should 

• Use predicted pattern testing to examine the effects of assessment in the nontested 

grades. 

• Describe negative outcomes associated with construct underrepresentation and 

irrelevance. 

• Examine teacher attitudes associated with test preparation, curriculum alignment, and 

support for the high-stakes test. 

• hivestigate variables causally associated with higher levels of support for educational 

change efforts. 
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• Examine how understanding of test metrics results in diagnostic instructional 

planning. 

The Development of Educational Policy 

Researching educational policies when they are strategies for influencing 

improvement of instruction, student achievement, and overall educational quality must be 

recognized as valuable and important scientific inquiries. Researchers must be involved 

with policymakers to guide their understanding regarding the effectiveness of policy 

implementation. The value of educational testing, such as AIMS, as one method for 

educational change has some documented value, both as a policy tool and as an 

educational indicator. However, its use is limited given its validity evidence. 

The development of educational policy is a critical process that should be the 

result of collaborative efforts among policymakers, educators, parents, and students. Its 

purpose should not result in simplistic solutions to complex educational and social 

problems through fallible accountability measures assuming educators will not provide 

quality education to all students unless high stakes are associated with student 

achievement results. 

Instead, the policymaking endeavor must result in meaningful educational 

contributions that are innovative and have demonstrated long-term effectiveness to 

increase student achievement. Designing quick and inexpensive solutions only 

masquerade as reform. These solutions may do more to enhance political efficacy than to 

increase educational quality. 
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AIMS QUESTIONNAIRE 
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AIMS Test Questionnaire 

I teach 

( ) grade ( ) 2"*^ grade ( ) S"' grade ( ) 4'*' grade ( ) S"' grade 

Directions: Thank you for choosing to participate in this study. This questionnaire is 
designed to assess a validity aspect of the Arizona Instrument to Measure Standards 
(AIMS) test. The results of this questionnaire are anonymous and will not be 
reported by school. The data will examine differences in curricular impact between 
AIMS tested grades (3 and 5) and non-tested grades (1,2 and 4) in the elementary school. 
Please take the time to complete a response to all questions using the rating scale 
provided. Even if vou are in a non-tested grade level please answer all questions. 
Mark SD if'no' or 'no impact'. By submitting this questionnaire you will be eligible for 
one of four cash incentives as described by your principal. Thank you again for your 
time. 

(1) Strongly Disagree (2) Disagree (3) Tend to Disagree (4) Tend to Agree (5) Agree (6) Strongly Agree 

* Please do not mark in between numbers 

Rating Scale 

1.1 am familiar with 
the purpose of 

SD D TD TA A SA 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

the AIMS test. 

2.1 support the use 
of the AIMS test as an 
instrument for school reform. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

3. It is important to me 
that students in my school 
perform well on the AIMS test. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

4.1 use test preparation 
materials to prepare my 
students for the AIMS test. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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SD D TD TA A SA 

5. We discuss the AIMS test 
results in staff meetings at my school. 

6. My principal has made 
curriculum alignment 
a priority at this school. 

7.1 support the AIMS test 
as a way to positively change 
classroom instruction. 

2 3 4 5 6 

2 3 4 5 6 

2 3 4 5 6 

8.1 support the AIMS 
test as a means of 
holding students accountable. 

9. The AIMS test results are used 
to determine what changes 
should be made to the 
classroom curriculum. 

2 3 4 5 6 

2 3 4 5 6 

10. The AIMS test is 
stressful to me. 

2 3 4 5 6 

11. We discuss strategies for 
improving student achievement 
on the AIMS test at my school. 

2 3 4 5 6 

12.1 am able to interpret 
the AIMS test results. 

13.1 have been provided with 
infomiation to help me 
understand the test results. 

2 3 4 5 6 

2 3 4 5 6 

14. My principal has 
devoted time for formal 
curriculum articulation 
sessions at my school. 

15. The AIMS test has 
caused achievement 
to increase overall in my school. 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 



16.1 use the AIMS test results 
for instructional planning. 

17.1 feel an increased sense 
of motivation to teach the 
Arizona Content Standards 
because of the AIMS test. 

18.1 cover material that I 
normally would not 
because students are tested on it. 

19. The AIMS test has 
expanded learning opportunities 
for all students. 

20. Part of my evaluation 
is based on the teaching of 
the content standards. 

21. The AIMS test has caused 
me to make positive 
changes to my 
language arts curriculum. 

22. The AIMS test is 
driving classroom 
instruction at my school. 

23. The AIMS test will raise 
the quality of education to 
a new level in Arizona. 

24. My principal requires 
that curricular materials 
be aligned with the 
content standards before 
they are purchased. 

25. The AIMS test guides 
the content I teach. 



26.1 spend more time on 
language arts in my classroom 
as a result of the AIMS test. 

27. Most of the content I 
teach is covered on the 
AIMS test. 

28. There is a strong connection 
between what I teach and what is 
tested on AIMS. 

29. The AIMS test results are 
used to diagnose problem 
areas of instruction at my school 
(e.g., strategic planning). 

30. The AIMS test has caused 
me to make positive 
changes to my math curriculum. 

31.1 have changed 
the content I teach in 
my classroom to better 
reflect the content standards 
because of the AIMS test. 

32.1 devote more instructional 
time to the content standards 
now that the AIMS test has 
been implemented. 

33. The AIMS test results 
make sense to me. 

34.1 spend more time on 
math instruction in my classroom 
as a result of the AIMS test 
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SD D TD TA A SA 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 



35.1 have the materials needed 
to make curricular changes 
so that students will 
perform well on the AIMS test. 

36. Curriculum alignment 
sessions are common at this school. 

37. The AIMS test has caused me 
to make negative changes to 
my math curriculum 

38.1 have not lost an extensive 
amount of instructional 
time because of AIMS. 

39.1 provide intense instruction 
on the concepts covered on 
the AIMS test. 

40.1 mainly teach 
the standards covered 
on the AIMS test. 

41.1 am able to interpret 
the AIMS scale score. 

42.1 emphasize 
more of the content standards 
than I did prior to 
the AIMS test. 

43.1 emphasize 
higher quality content 
than I did prior to 
the AIMS test. 
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SD D TD TA A SA 

44.1 am more familiar with 1 2 3 4 5 6 
the Arizona Content Standards 
now that high-stakes are 
associated with the AIMS test. 

45.1 am more selective about 1 2 3 4 5 6 
which topics I choose to 
teach because of the AIMS test. 

46.1 have the necessary 1 2 3 4 5 6 
curriculum materials to 
prepare my students for 
the AIMS test. 

47. The AIMS test has caused me 
to make negative changes to my 
language arts curriculum. 

48. The AIMS test has caused 
achievement to increase 
overall in my classroom. 

49. The time spent on test 
preparation takes away from 
meaningful instruction. 

50. Professional development activities 
at this school have involved 
aligning our curriculum 
with the content standards. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Additional Comments 
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LETTER TO AMPHITHEATER DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT 
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Superintendent, Amphitheater Public Schools 
Vicki Balentine, Ph.D. 
701 West Wetmore Rd. 
Tucson, Arizona 85704 

Dr. Balentine, 

I am preparing to complete my doctoral dissertation research within the Amphitheater 
School District. I appreciate your support of this work and hope the results can provide 
you with meaningful information about the effects of the Arizona Instrument to Measure 
Standards (AIMS) in your school district. 

As you are aware, achievement tests are increasingly becoming an instrument used to 
develop social policy and school reform. This reliance upon tests to evaluate educational 
quality and as a policy instrument has placed a great deal of importance on the validity of 
an assessment to serve in such a capacity. 

The AIMS test has become a major component of a school reform effort in Arizona. The 
AIMS test is purporting to change classroom instruction and student learning 
opportunities in all grades K-12. However, the test is only administered in four grades: 3, 
5, 8 and 12. Therefore, it is hypothesized that if the AIMS test is designed to have a 
curricular effect, then the effects should be the same across all grade levels, not just the 
tested grade levels. 

The two major theories guiding this research include consequential validity and 
opportunity to leam (OTL). 

This dissertation research will seek to answer the following two research questions; 

1) What evidence exists that the actual consequences of the AIMS test are consistent 
with the intended purpose on classroom curriculum? 

2) Is the impact on the classroom curriculum the same for tested grades (3 and S) when 
compared to non-tested grades (1,2 and 4)? 

Because the impact is expected to be multidimensional, the impacts will be measured in 
eight separate dimensions. They include the level of teacher support for the test, general 
level of understanding the test results, use of test results, school reform, and three 
variables identified within the OTL research. The OTL variables include content 
coverage, exposure and emphasis. 

I have attached the survey instrument that will be used to assess educators within the 
Amphitheater School District. I would appreciate any time you may have to review the 
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survey for appropriateness. Further, I would invite you to discuss with me any changes or 
additions to the instrument you may have. 

Thank you for your support and time. I look forward to sharing the results with you. 

Respectfully, 

Harold C. Doran 
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APPENDIX C 

ORIGINAL TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR AIMS QUESTIONNAIRE 



Construct 
Assessed 

Number 
of items 

Question 

Support for 
AIMS 

7 Q1. I am familiar with the purpose of the AIMS test. 
QIO. The AIMS test is stressful to me. 
Q2, I support the use of the AIMS test as an instrument for school reform. 
Q3. It is important to me that students in my school perform well on the AIMS test. 
Q7. I support the AIMS test as a way to positively change classroom instruction. 
Q8. I support the AIMS test as a means of holding students accountable. 
Q23. The AIMS test will raise the quality of education to a new level in Arizona. 

Use of test 
results 

5 Q16.1 use the AIMS test results for instructional planning. 
Q9. The AIMS test results are used to determine what changes should be made to the classroom curriculum. 
Q29. The AIMS test results are used to diagnose problem areas of instruction at my school. 
QS. We discuss the AIMS test results in staff meetings at my school. 
Q11. We discuss strategies for improving student achievement on the AIMS test at my school. 

General 
understanding 
of test results 

4 Q12.1 am able to interpret the test results. 
Q13.1 have been provided with information to help me understand the test results. 
Q41.1 am able to interpret the AIMS scale score. 
Q33. The AIMS test results make sense to me. 

School reform 10 QI7.1 feel an increased sense of motivation to teach the Arizona Content Standards because of the AIMS test. 
Q44.1 am more familiar with the Arizona Content Standards now that high-stakes are associated with the AIMS test. 
Q19. The AIMS test has expanded learning opportunities for all students. 
Q30. The AIMS test has caused me to make positive changes to my math curriculum. 
Q21. The AIMS test has caused me to make positive changes to my language arts curriculum. 
Q37. The AIMS test has caused me to make negative changes to my math curriculum. 
Q47. The AIMS test has caused me to make negative changes to my language arts curriculum. 
Q22. The AIMS test is driving classroom instruction at my school. 
QIS. The AIMS test has caused achievement to increase overall in my school. 
Q48. The AIMS test has caused achievement to increase overall in my classroom. 

Content 
coverage 

5 Q2S. The AIMS test guides the content I teach. 
Q27. Most of the content I teach is covered on the AIMS test. 
Q28. There is a strong connection between what I teach and what is tested on AIMS. 
QIS. I cover material that I normally would not because students are tested on it. 
Q31.1 have changed the content I teach in my classroom to better reflect the content standards because of the AIMS 
test. 

Content 
exposure 

5 Q32.1 devote more instructional time to the content standards now that the AIMS test has been implemented. 
Q26.1 spend more time on language arts in my classroom as a result of the AIMS test. 



Q34.1 spend more time on math instruction in my classroom as a result of the AIMS test. 
Q38.1 have not lost an extensive amount of instructional time because of the AIMS test. 
Q39.1 provide intense instruction on the concepts covered on the AIMS test. 

Content 
enqihasis 

4 Q40.1 mainly teach the standards covered on the AIMS test. 
Q42.1 emphasize more of the content standards than I did prior to the AIMS test. 
Q43.1 emphasize higher quality content than I did prior to the AIMS test. 
Q45.1 am more selective about which topics I choose to teach because of the AIMS test. 

Test 
preparation 

4 Q4. I use test preparation materials to prepare my students for the AIMS test. 
Q46.1 have the necessary curriculum materials to prepare my students for the AIMS test. 
Q35.1 have the materials needed to make cunicular changes so that students will perform well on the AIMS test. 
Q49. The time spent on test preparation takes away from meaningful instruction. 

Cunicular 
Leadership 

6 Q6. My principal has made curriculum alignment a priority at this school. 
Q14. My principal has devoted time for the faculty to discuss the alignment of the content standards. 
Q20. Part of my evaluation is based on the teaching of the content standards. 
Q24. My principal requires that curricular materials be aligned with the Arizona Content Standards before they are 
purchased. 
Q36. Curriculum alignment sessions are common at this school. 
QSO. Professional development activities at this school have involved aligning our curriculum with the content 
standards. 
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Dear Elementary Principal, 

Thank you for allowing me to conduct my dissertation research in your school. I think 
these results will better serve you and the district as I examine a validity aspect of the 
AIMS test. This aspect of validity is called consequential validity. Its purpose is to 
evaluate the evidence that the actual consequences of test use and interpretation are 
consistent with the intended and unintended purposes of the test. 

As you are aware, achievement tests are no longer used to simply monitor the 
instructional process. Instead, they have become a barometer of educational quality and a 
tool for social policy. This reliance upon tests to evaluate educational quality and as a 
policy instrument has placed a great deal of importance on the validity of an assessment 
to serve in such a capacity. 

The AIMS test exists to "raise the quality of education in Arizona to a new level". If this 
is to occur, then the impacts of the test should be shared among all grade levels, not just 
the tested grade levels. Therefore, this research will examine the nature and extent of test 
consequences in the tested and the non-tested grades. In addition it will provide evidence 
regarding the effects of curriculum articulation efforts. 

In order to conduct this research I need your help to distribute the attached surveys. 
Please ask your teachers to fill out the survey in a staff meeting using the scale provided. 
Additionally, please inform your teachers that they are eligible for a cash incentive by 
completing the survey (as described below). They will receive one half of the ticket fi-om 
you after they complete the survey. The other half will be retumed to me in the envelope. 
A district official will randomly select four tickets and cash awards will be distributed. 
You will be informed via a memo regarding winners. 

Although the questionnaire concerns the AIMS test and its impacts, this questionnaire is 
designed to be answered by teachers in grades 1-5, NOT just teachers in grades 3 and 
5. PLEASE ENSURE THAT TEACHERS IN NON-TESTED GRADES (1. 2. and 4) 
ANSWER THE QUESTIONS EVEN THOUGH THEY DO NOT ADMINISTER THE 
AIMS TEST. If they have a difficult time answering a question—mark SD as this is 
equivalent to 'no impact'. Also, please make sure a grade level taught is marked as this is 
essential to the analysis. 
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Once they have completed the survey, please collect them and return them to me in the 
envelope provided. All schools and individuals will remain anonymous at all times. 

1" and 2"'' Prize~$ 100.00 

3"* and 4"" Prize-$50.00 

I appreciate your help in accomplishing this work. 

Respectfully, 

Harold C. Doran 
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RESULTS OF THE EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS 
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Rotated CompoiMnt Malrik 

Comoonent 
1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 7.000 8.000 9.000 10.000 11.000 

Q1 -.016 .142 .173 .118 -.198 .228 .206 .188 .046 .603 .030 
(32 .168 .116 .797 -.012 -.032 -.091 .060 -.016 .026 .145 -.049 
03 -.001 .111 .534 .020 .033 .204 .487 -.078 .303 .029 -.035 
Q4 .234 .640 .078 .026 .260 .123 .090 .155 .030 -.196 -.076 
as .111 .403 .078 .322 .044 .306 -.195 .056 .100 103 .413 
Q6 .027 .071 .057 .778 -.018 .143 .080 -.012 .121 .104 .155 
Q7 .217 .158 .821 .142 -.003 -.077 -.131 .123 .049 .066 .008 
as .205 .204 .818 .071 .043 .032 -.017 .101 .001 -084 .033 
Q9 .282 .206 348 .257 .016 -.070 -.184 .580 .126 .142 .028 
aio .339 .148 -.310 -.067 .334 .131 .209 .116 .088 -.006 .353 
oil .134 .257 .015 .330 .084 .577 .184 .045 .025 .192 .152 
ai2 .172 .843 .085 .083 -.011 .064 -.069 .128 -.064 .118 .207 
013 .151 .820 .063 .091 .002 .145 -.075 .057 -.021 .106 .169 
ai4 -.136 .207 -.017 .577 .029 .250 .185 .090 .169 .256 .169 
ai5 .265 .Zli .451 .027 -.121 .240 .198 .311 -.015 -.242 .125 
ai6 .283 .638 .151 .161 .055 .146 .024 .221 .208 -.296 -.011 
ai7 .406 .100 .394 -.017 .005 .021 .057 .597 -.031 .103 .110 
ai8 .479 .017 -.075 -.216 .430 .062 .085 .289 -.119 -.120 .174 
ai9 .415 .123 .635 -.149 .148 .097 .071 .231 -.015 -.069 -.010 
020 .111 .059 -.065 .281 -.042 .051 .151 .036 .782 -.008 .067 
aai .553 .254 .307 -.114 .082 .210 .203 .240 .108 -.187 -.102 
022 .324 -.011 -.040 .044 .382 .535 -.016 .349 .051 .043 -.219 
023 .404 .003 .751 -.011 -.053 .138 .032 .018 -.169 .041 -.023 
024 .125 -.054 .022 .678 -.023 .063 .152 -.141 .089 -.150 .005 
025 .412 .406 .101 .082 .313 .206 -.189 .398 .010 .110 -.194 
026 .551 .304 .195 .084 .144 .076 -.093 .162 .235 -289 -.002 
027 .157 .741 .111 .033 .113 .038 .066 -.099 .371 .115 -.222 
028 .276 .686 .111 .082 .128 .055 .014 .036 .430 .145 -.248 
029 .287 .272 .095 .148 -.153 .725 -.092 -.094 .053 .007 .049 
030 .751 .302 .171 .017 -.031 .161 .076 .051 .162 -.296 .132 
031 .813 .248 .186 .015 .150 .149 -.058 .096 .131 -.011 .168 
032 .677 .231 .289 .016 .286 -.013 -.057 .062 .082 .091 .255 
033 .130 .787 .199 .072 .047 .029 .020 .064 .000 -.011 .180 
034 .770 .221 .172 .031 .111 .094 .008 .004 .101 -.231 .162 
035 .194 .627 .045 .222 .111 .018 .422 -.005 -.076 .045 -.006 
036 -.087 .292 .211 .715 .035 -.001 -.082 .170 -.033 -.126 -.256 
037 .175 .114 .024 -.026 .873 .010 -.083 .084 .003 -.068 -.063 
038 .111 -.113 .087 .174 -.213 -.178 .680 .023 .195 .111 .017 
039 .277 .627 .093 .053 .278 .072 .079 .287 .245 -.021 -.261 
040 .289 .483 .116 .038 .352 .023 .148 -.176 .192 .302 -.320 
041 .219 .754 .125 .145 .059 .040 .057 -.127 -.326 -.077 -.001 
042 .712 .228 .293 .046 .156 .029 .128 .057 -.091 .147 .135 
Q43 .797 .172 .256 -.103 .036 .057 .156 .026 .004 .059 -.098 
Q44 .780 .033 .036 .094 -.013 -.008 .035 .027 -.108 .163 -.229 
045 .829 .199 .091 .021 .247 .082 -.070 .103 .083 .134 -.113 
046 .120 .395 -.139 .310 .023 .282 .612 -.114 -.087 .097 -.058 
047 .173 .180 .038 .001 .844 -.017 -.060 -.090 -.028 -.064 .048 
048 .557 .241 .352 .004 .095 .069 .248 .168 -.037 -.152 -.160 
049 .231 .262 -.382 .116 .411 -.293 -.037 -.001 .078 .069 .251 
050 -.067 .168 -.115 .809 -.041 -.042 .020 .100 .005 .082 -.072 

Extraction Method: PriiKipal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Vatfmax with Kaiser Nomnalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 30 iterations. 
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APPENDIX F 

MODIFIED TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS 



Construct 
Assessed 

Number 
of items 

Question 

Support for 
AIMS 

6 Q2. I support the use of the AIMS test as an instrument for school reform. 
Q3. It is important to me that students in my school perform well on the AIMS test. 
Q7. I support the AIMS test as a way to positively change classroom instruction. 
Q8. I support the AIMS test as a means of holding students accountable. 
Q19. The AIMS test has expanded learning opportunities for all students. 
Q23. The AIMS test will raise the quality of education to a new level in Arizona. 

Use of test 
results 

5 Q11. We discuss strategies for improving student achievement on the AIMS test at my school. 
Q16.1 use the AIMS test results for instructional planning. 
Q22. The AIMS test is driving classroom instruction at my school. 
Q29. The AIMS test results are used to diagnose problem areas of instruction at my school. 

General 
understanding 
of test results 

4 Q12.1 am able to interpret the test results. 
Q13.1 have been provided with information to help me understand the test results. 
Q41.1 am able to interpret the AIMS scale score. 
Q33. The AIMS test results make sense to me. 

School reform 5 QI5. The AIMS test has caused achievement to increase overall in my school 
Q2I. The AIMS test has caused me to make positive changes to my language arts curriculum. 
Q30. The AIMS test has caused me to make positive changes to my math curriculum. 
Q44.1 am more familiar with the Arizona Content Standards now that high-stakes are associated with the AIMS 
test. 
Q48. The AIMS test has caused achievement to increase overall in my classroom. 

QI5. The AIMS test has caused achievement to increase overall in my school 
Q2I. The AIMS test has caused me to make positive changes to my language arts curriculum. 
Q30. The AIMS test has caused me to make positive changes to my math curriculum. 
Q44.1 am more familiar with the Arizona Content Standards now that high-stakes are associated with the AIMS 
test. 
Q48. The AIMS test has caused achievement to increase overall in my classroom. 

OTL 13 Q18.1 cover material that I normally would not because students are tested on it. 
Q25. The AIMS test guides the content I teach. 
Q26.1 spend more time on language arts in my classroom as a resuh of the AIMS test. 
Q27. Most of the content I teach is covered on the AIMS test. 
Q28. There is a strong connection between what I teach and what is tested on AIMS. 
Q31.1 have changed the content I teach in my classroom to better reflect the content standards because of the AIMS 
test. 
Q32.1 devote more instructional time to the content standards now that the AIMS test has been implemented. 
Q34.1 spend more time on math instruction in my classroom as a result of the AIMS test. 
Q39.1 provide intense instruction on the concepts covered on the AIMS test. 
Q40.1 mainly teach the standards covered on the AIMS test. 
Q42.1 emphasize more of the content standards than I did prior to the AIMS test. 
Q43.1 emphasize higher quality content than I did prior to the AIMS test. 
Q4S. I am more selective about which topics I choose to teach because of the AIMS test. 

Q18.1 cover material that I normally would not because students are tested on it. 
Q25. The AIMS test guides the content I teach. 
Q26.1 spend more time on language arts in my classroom as a resuh of the AIMS test. 
Q27. Most of the content I teach is covered on the AIMS test. 
Q28. There is a strong connection between what I teach and what is tested on AIMS. 
Q31.1 have changed the content I teach in my classroom to better reflect the content standards because of the AIMS 
test. 
Q32.1 devote more instructional time to the content standards now that the AIMS test has been implemented. 
Q34.1 spend more time on math instruction in my classroom as a result of the AIMS test. 
Q39.1 provide intense instruction on the concepts covered on the AIMS test. 
Q40.1 mainly teach the standards covered on the AIMS test. 
Q42.1 emphasize more of the content standards than I did prior to the AIMS test. 
Q43.1 emphasize higher quality content than I did prior to the AIMS test. 
Q4S. I am more selective about which topics I choose to teach because of the AIMS test. 

Unintended 3 Q37. The AIMS test has caused me to make negative changes to my math curriculum. 



Consequences Q47. The AIMS test has caused me to make negative changes to my language arts curriculum. 
Q49. The time spent on test preparation takes away from meaningful instruction. 

Test 
preparation 

4 Q4. I use test preparation materials to prepare my students for the AIMS test. 
Q3S. I have the materials needed to make curricular changes so that students will perform well on the AIMS test. 
Q46.1 have the necessary curriculum materials to prepare my students for the AIMS test. 

Curricular 
Leadership 

6 Q6. My principal has made curriculum alignment a priority at this school. 
Q14. My principal has devoted time for the faculty to discuss the alignment of the content standards. 
Q24. My principal requires that curricular materials be aligned with the Arizona Content Standards before they are 
purchased. 
Q36. Curriculum alignment sessions are common at this school, 
QSO. Professional developntent activities at this school have involved aligning our curriculum with the content 
standards. 
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